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pRODUCT COmpOnEnTS

Language v2 Teacher Manual: 
Instruction Guide for 
teacher, aide or lab monitor

•

CUSTOmER SUppORT
The We Care Team is available by phone and online to assure successful 
implementation to achieve the desired gains. The Team also monitors student progress, 
ensuring goals are met and maintained.

WWW.SCiEnTiFiCLEARning.COm/SUppORT

Phone: 888-358-0212 (US & Canada)
Phone: 520-917-1200 (International)

Software: MySciLEARN - Web-Based

Resource Library: with each Teacher Manual
• Offl  ine Instructional Activities

to support each lesson
• User Guide for operating the program

User Guide for MySciLEARN

MySciLEARN: Results, Data Analysis and Reporting Tool

• Includes Results and Gains – Computerized Assessment Tool

Customer training: To ensure a successful implementation

• On-site	Training

• Online	Training

online training via Webex: Informational Training Sessions
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Fast ForWord LANGUAGE/LITERACY Series
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Fast ForWord 
Language v2 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Sky Gym
Hoop Nut

Moon Ranch
Robo-Dog

Whalien Match
Space Commander

Ele-Bot

Fast ForWord Language 
to Reading v2 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Jumper Gym
Paint Match
Polar Planet

Tomb Trek
Cosmic Reader

Fast ForWord Literacy ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Space Racer
Galaxy Goal
Spin Master
Lunar Tunes

Star Pics
Stellar Stories

Fast ForWord Literacy 
Advanced ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Sky Rider
Meteor Ball
Lunar Leap

Laser Match
Galaxy Theater
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InTroDucTIon

What is the Fast ForWord Language v2 Series?

Fast ForWord LANg UAg E v2 series is a reading intervention solution, tailored to the elementary 
learner, that builds foundational language and reading skills while improving memory, attention,  
processing rates, and sequencing. It is based on more than 30 years of research on how the brain 
learns and how this connects to language and reading. It increases processing efficien , thereby  
accelerating the learning process that results in enduring gains. 

WHO SHOULD USE FAST FORWORD LAngUAgE v2 SERiES?
Fast ForWord LANg UAg E v2 series software is for K-12 education institutions worldwide and clin-
ical specialists whose elementary students are reading below grade level, including English Language 
Learners and special needs students.

WHAT DOES FAST FORWORD LAngUAgE v2 TEACH?
Fast ForWord Language v2 is one of the computer-based products in the Fast ForWord LANg UAg E 
v2 series and it focuses on developing listening accuracy, phonological awareness, and an understand-
ing of language structures.

To accelerate reading progress, Fast ForWord Language v2 exercises develop critical brain processing 
efficiency in four key eas:

> Builds memory by working through a variety of tasks, such as having students hold a statement 
or question in working memory while retrieving picture-concept associations from long-term 
memory.

> Improves attention by developing the ability to focus on multiple tasks and ignore distractions.
> Strengthens auditory and linguistic processing rates so that students can distinguish sounds 

quickly enough to discriminate individual phonemes and understand words and sentences.
> Develops sequencing skills through a variety of tasks, such as having students use logical word 

order to comprehend simple and complex instructions and organize a response that follows the 
specified sequence of actions.

Fast ForWord Language v2 consists of seven exercises:  three sound exercises and four word exercises.  
the exercises work together to help develop the understanding of basic speech sounds and language 
structures as well as the fundamental cognitive skills essential for learning and reading. Each exercise 
in Fast ForWord Language v2 begins with an auditory introduction that explains how to work on that 
exercise. As an alternative, the introductions can be presented in Spanish.
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The sound exercises present complex auditory information in a sub-word format, such as frequency 
sweeps and syllables. In some instances, the speech sounds have been digitally generated using pat-
ented methods (including selective intensity increase and duration extensions) to provide enhanced 
learning opportunities.

The th ee sound exercises are:
> Sky g ym
> Moon Ranch
> Hoop Nut

The word exercises present words, either in isolation or within sentences with various levels of lin-
guistic complexity. In some instances, the speech sounds have been digitally altered using patented 
methods (including selective intensity increases and duration extensions) to provide enhanced learn-
ing opportunities. 

The four wo d exercises are:
> Whalien Match
> Ele-Bot
> Robo-Dog
> Space Commander

Response to Intervention (RtI)

Response to Intervention (RtI) is a dynamic problem-solving process aimed at providing early 
intervention to students at risk for academic failure. RtI allows for the identification of specifi
instructional strategies and intervention that will benefit each individual student. or reading dif-
ficulties, one of the most effect e strategies is using technology to provide interventions focused on 
cognitive skill development (memory, attention, processing rate, sequencing) and reading fluenc .

The Scientific Learning family of oducts supports the Response to Intervention (RtI) process 
efficiently and effec ely by:

> Addressing the underlying causes of failure 
> Building the cognitive skills needed for reading and learning 
> Delivering individualized, intensive daily sessions 
> Providing daily progress monitoring and evaluation

The earlier the at-risk student can be p ovided the appropriate intervention, the higher the likeli-
hood that student can successfully maintain class placement. Research studies show that on average, 
students using Fast ForWord software achieve a 1- to 2-year reading gain in 8 to 12 weeks.
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The foll wing diagram demonstrates how the Fast ForWord products support the three tiers 
in Response to Intervention. Note that Fast ForWord Language v2 is part of the Fast ForWord 
LANg UAg E/LITERACY series located in Tier 3 and provides intensive instruction for building the 
cognitive skills that are essential for successful learning performance.

Additional information on Fast ForWord products and Response to Intervention is available online at 
www.scientificlearning.com/k-12-educators/response-to-intervention.

How Does Fast ForWord Language v2 Work?

Four key components of this intervention product work together to create dramatic changes in brain 
function required to achieve universal literacy:

> FREqUEnCy AnD inTEnSiTy—Neuroscience research demonstrates that completing a set of 
learning tasks in a frequent, intense time frame accelerates learning.

> ADApTiviTy—Exercises adapt with each key stroke to individual skill levels and responses, 
keeping students continuously challenged but not frustrated.

> SimULTAnEOUS DEvELOpmEnT—Exercises develop major cognitive and reading skills 
simultaneously to produce lasting improvements in learning.

> TimELy mOTivATiOn—Tiered rewards are designed to maximize motivation from start to finish

In addition, the Fast ForWord LANg UAg E series includes patented technology that enhances the 
speech sounds at early exercise levels, progressing to natural speech sounds as a student advances 
to higher levels. These speech p ocessing techniques include the following two separate but equally 
important modification stages
• Slowing	down	the	speech	(duration	extensions)
• Enhancing	the	intensity	of	the	rapid	transitional	elements	in	the	speech

(selective intensity increases)

Progress Monitoring
with 

Progress Tracker

Reading Assistant Expanded Edition*
(continues through tiers 2 & 3)

Fast ForWord Reading Series
(continues through tier 3)

Fast ForWord Reading Series
(as needed)

Tier 2
Targeted Intervention

Tier 3
Intensive Intervention

Tier 1
Universal Intervention

Fast ForWord Language / Literacy Series

Tier 1, start with Reading Assistant and add some of the Fast ForWord 
Reading series with students as needed 

Tier 2,  begin with the Fast ForWord Reading Series and then add Reading 
Assistant as needed 

Tier 3, begin with Language and Literacy and follow with Fast ForWord 
Reading series adding Reading Assistant as needed  
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SLOWing DOWn SpEECH SignALS
In this stage, our scientists use a patented processing algorithm to slow the rate of the entire speech 
signal while still maintaining the speech signal’s natural quality. For example, a word – such as “bat” – 
that may typically last one second in natural speech could last as long as one and a half seconds after 
this processing is applied.

By lengthening the duration of the speech signal, the fast speech elements – such as stop consonants – 
are further apart from the steady speech elements – such as vowels. This provides the auditory nervous 
system with more time to respond to the fast speech sounds.

EnHAnCing RApiD TRAnSiTiOnAL ELEmEnTS in SpEECH
In this stage, our patented software process identifies the fast transitional elements within the speech
– such as the /b/ sound in the word “bat” – and then selectively amplifies those elements

By applying these selective intensity increases, the rapid transitional phonemes in the speech  
signal are emphasized, allowing the auditory nervous system to respond more vigorously to the 
fast speech sounds.

Combining both stages of patented speech processing technology provides the auditory nervous 
system with an enhanced speech signal that allows the learner to more effecti ely diffe entiate the 
rapid transitions in spoken language.

How Does Fast ForWord Language v2 Help 
Struggling Readers?

The e ercises challenge students to remain focused on completing the exercises to obtain the maxi-
mum benefit f om the product. To lessen any distraction and discouragement, Fast ForWord 
Language v2 exercises include points and on-screen rewards that can be combined with motivational 
activities. These ewards and activities are effecti e ways to provide students with positive reinforce-
ment. Rewarding students for their hard work encourages them to maintain sustained and focused 
attention. Motivation is a critical factor in whether students achieve the high levels of participation 
and completion necessary for success (80% or higher). Lab coaches, teachers, administrators and par-
ents can work together to create an effecti e program for building intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. 
Additional motivational ideas are included on the accompanying Teacher Resource CD.

Timely intervention is key to supporting students’ effecti e performance on the exercises. Teachers 
can use informal and formal assessment strategies to identify when a student is experiencing diffi-
culty. A summary of teacher-led intervention strategies and extended learning activities students can 
complete is provided in the exercise chapters. Detailed activity instructions are on the accompany-
ing Teacher Resource CD. Student activities are targeted to struggling readers, English Language 
Learners, and special needs students.
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What Kind of Results Can Be Expected?

Neuroscience research confirms the impo tance of frequency and intensity of activity to build and 
strengthen new skills. The esearch-based protocol recommended here ensures students receive fre-
quent and intense practice, while providing teachers with the flexibility to meet their inst uctional 
programs’ structure and objectives.

In addition, students often exhibit enhanced self-confidence, better communication, g eater interest 
in learning, and improved mental agility and alertness after working on these exercises.

How Do You Know if Fast ForWord 
Language v2 Is Working?

Teachers can use both informal and formal assessment tools with students. Informal assessments 
include teacher observation of student performance, listening to students’ comments and questions 
during the sessions, and conducting teacher, student, and parent surveys (forms are available in the 
Resource Library under the SciLearnU tab) to uncover any obstacles stand-ing in the way of the 
student successfully completing the exercises.

Formal performance assessment includes monitoring the student’s performance on each exercise 
through the Success Viewer and in MySciLEARN. Immediate feedback is available and can be used 
in a timely manner to intervene with a struggling student to provide individual or small group 
instruction. Timely intervention and motivation enable the teacher and student to resolve the 
problem standing in the way of the student correctly completing the exercise and encour-age the 
student to continue working towards completion of the exercise.

Students can achieve, on average, a 1 to 2 year gain in reading skills when using one of the 

prescribed protocols:

 PrOtOcOls 
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SUCCESS VIEWER
When the student completes all of the exercises scheduled for that 
day, an animation signals the end of the session and the Success 
Viewer appears. At the end of each session, the product calculates 
the results for that student and displays those results in the Success 
Viewer. This p ovides the student with an immediate review of his 
or her performance, including a tally of points earned that day and 
the level achieved. It can serve as both a reward and motivation to 
continue working on the exercises.

It provides clear, action-oriented information showing student progress over time, in specific ead-
ing and cognitive skills areas. It helps schools and districts meet state mandates and comply with the 
requirements of NCLB.

READing pROgRESS inDiCATOR – Powered by Bookette, is an easy-to-use computerized assess-
ment for quick evaluations of student performance. Developed in partnership with Bookette 
Software Company, a leading educational assessment software firm, this Gains feature was designed 
to measure the effecti eness of the Fast ForWord family of products, giving you a clear picture of 
students’ reading skills in terms of grade equivalents and percentile scores. It provides:

> Quick assessment of the four key skill areas: phonemic awareness, decoding, vocabulary, and 
comprehension.

> Automatic scoring of assessments and reporting of results to parents, teachers, and administrators.
> Access to accurate progress information that correlates to nationally recognized normed 

assessments.
> Access to reports that provide assessment results. For individuals, results are reported in grade 

equivalent scores, reading level gain, and national percentile scores. School and district level 
reports show results in percentile growth and reading level gain.

Teachers can receive automatic emailed reports with specific ecommendations for instructional  
intervention. Administrator reports provide disaggregated data for groups of students, making it 
easy to monitor progress toward AYP goals.

The information is secu e and accessible district-wide using the Internet. Automatic analysis including 
diagnostic and prescriptive information is displayed in graphs and tables. Timely and specific inter
vention strategies provide educators with recommendations to maximize the effecti eness of the  
Fast ForWord products.

Success Viewer Points Screen

SCIENTIFIC LEARNING MySciLEARN
Results and Gains , the Fast ForWord accountability tool, provides real-time monitoring of student 
performance on the Fast ForWord Reading exercises. It is an online data analysis and reporting tool 
that enables educators to monitor individual, classroom, school, or district performance of students 
working with Fast ForWord products. 
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Teachers can monitor detailed student progress in Fast ForWord exercises from any computer with  
an Internet connection, whether or not students are currently working on exercises. Both group and 
individual reports are available. Below are samples of MySciLEARN reports for Fast ForWord  
Language v2 exercises. Teachers can access individual student reports by clicking on either the  
product name in an Overview Report or the student name in a Percent Complete. (Within  
MySciLEARN, the       or Get Help menu provides detailed descriptions of the reports.)

> IMPLEMENTATION SUCCESS REPORT (group report) – provides overall averages for participation, 
attendance, and content completion, the number of days a student has worked on the exercises, and 
any status flags. Teachers should monitor these reports daily for indicators in the Percent 
Completion column. When an Alert flag is present, the student is struggling and should receive 
assistance from the teacher. A Switch or Complete flag indicates that the student is ready to move to 
the next product. Refer to the Get Help Section of MySciLREARN.  

> PERCENT COMPLETE REPORT (group report) – provides information similar to the
Implementation Success Report, but also breaks down the overall content completion into specific 
exercises. Intervention flags will appear next to percentages of specific exercises in which a student is 
struggling.
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> progress history report (individual report) – provides detailed day-to-day progress on
each exercise in both a line graph and in detailed textual feedback. Teachers should monitor this 
report at least weekly, noting patterns of difficulty which include flat-lining and/or zigzagging. For 
additional information on the exercise, scroll down to the Completion Report section. This section 
provides detail regarding completion status in specific skills within the exercise and powerful 
information to assist in delivering focused intervention. This student is doing well with the exer-
cise. Despite some repetition, the student is mastering content and moving forward.

For explanation of report symbols, see the Complete Symbols explanations within the turquoise 
box. For additional information on exercise skills, progression, goals, and instructions, click the 
info button next to Ele-Bot.
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For explanation of report symbols, see the Complete Symbols explanations by clicking the  
For additional information on exercise skills, progression, goals, and instruc-tions, click the info button 
next to Sky Gym.

> ERROR REpORTS (individual reports) – provide detailed analysis regarding specific skills within each
exercise. For the exercibg Ele-Bot, select Ele-Bot Errors from the Report drop-down menu. 
Broken down by specific items, this report is a powerful tool for identifying a student’s unique 
difficulties. Refer to Get Help located at the upper right corner of the screen.  

> Weekly achievement report 
(Individual Student Report) – 
provides detailed information about 
the student’s progress on each of the 
exercises in the Level. It includes the 
percentage of content completed, 
the attendance rate and participation 
rate. This report provides a picture of 
student performance that can be used 
to communicate among the stake-
holders: teacher, reading coach, lab 
monitor and instructional aide. This 
is also an excellent tool for progress 
reporting to parents.
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The Learning Environment

Fast ForWord LANGUAGE v2 Series can be used in a variety of scenarios within a school:

CLASSROOm SETTing In this scenario the teacher provides direct instruction using effecti e reading 
strategies to help students use the program before, during, and after using Fast ForWord Language v2. 
Often there may be a paraprofessional who may assist students as they work on the computer while 
the teacher works with other students on diffe ent activities.

> LARgE gROUp – The teacher leads a discussion about the target skill(s) being add essed in  
Fast ForWord and demonstrates how the product works using a computer and large screen or  
projection system. Some of the teacher-directed offline activities, such as stories ead aloud or 
practice with word lists or families, also may be done with a large group.

> SmALL gROUp – Students are given the directions in a small group by the teacher. Then each
student goes to the computer to work on individualized exercises, adapted to his or her ability.  
As students finish, they may wo k on an offline activity that supp ts the exercises completed on 
the computer or prepares the student for the next exercise. Some of the teacher-directed offlin
activities also may be done with a small group. 

> inDiviDUAL STUDEnT – A student works on an individualized program either in the classroom  
or in a pull-out program using the software and the offline activitie

COmpUTER LAb Students work on the program in the computer lab where there are many  
computers. The Lab Coo dinator or a paraprofessional may guide the student as needed.

mEDiA CEnTER This scenario wo ks similar to the Computer Lab environment. Students work  
independently with assistance as needed from the media specialist or a paraprofessional.

No matter where Fast ForWord Language v2 is used, it is important to have a smooth implementa-
tion. Each station where a student works on the software should have the following elements:

 Computer with the software installed

 Two sets of high-quality stereo headphones – one for the student, one for the teacher

 One Y-adapter for the headphones – This all ws the teacher to listen to the student as he is  
working on the software

 Headphones plugged into the computer with the Y-adapter

 Access to a printer

 Telephone or broadband access for online communication

The station should be located in such a way that the teacher/coach/aide can easily obse ve the  
student’s progress and intervene if he is struggling with the exercise.

The e should also be room for the student to do paper and pencil seatwork on offline activitie
when finished with the online e ercises as students may work at diffe ent speeds to complete  
their assignments.
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SAmpLE LEARning STATiOn
Here is a sample configuration of a learning station

Partition

Clutter-free desk 
or table

Non-swivel 
chair

Computer

Stereo Y-adapter

2 sets of stereo  
headphones for  
student and teacher
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Product Overview

Task/Theme Cognitive Skills Language & Reading Skills

Sky GyM

Identify a sequence of sound 
sweeps by clicking corresponding 
buttons.

•	Working	memory	&	visual	
symbol-sound associations 
from long-term memory

•	 Sustained	&	focused
attention

•	Auditory	processing
•	Sequencing	ability

•	Listening	accuracy
•	Auditory	sequencing

Moon	RAnch

Click to hear a repeated sound. 
Click the animal when the 
sound changes.

•	Working	memory
•	Sustained	&	focused

attention
•	Auditory	processing

•	Phonological	fluency
•	Phonological	memory

hooP	nut

Listen to a target sound. Click on 
the character that presents the 
same sound.

•	Working	memory
•	Focused	attention
•	Auditory	processing

•	Phonological	accuracy
•	Phonological	fluency
•	Phonological	memory

WHALIEN MATCH

Match sounds represented by 
a grid of whale-like aliens by 
clicking on one Whalien and 
finding	another	with	the	identical	
sound.

•	Auditory	&	visual	spatial
working memory

•	 Sustained	&	focused
attention

•	Auditory	processing

•	Auditory	word	recognition
•	Phonological	accuracy
•	Phonological	memory
•	Phonological	fluency

Robo-Dog

Listen to a word and then click 
the corresponding picture.

•	Working	memory	&	visual	
symbol-sound associations 
from long-term memory

•	Focused	attention
•	Auditory	processing

•	Auditory	word	recognition
•	Phonological	accuracy
•	Phonological	fluency
•	Vocabulary

ELE-bot
Listen to a sentence and then click 
the picture that most accurately 
represents it.

•	Working	memory	&	visual	
symbol-sound associations 
from long-term memory

•	 Sustained	&	focused	
attention

•	Auditory	processing	
•	Sequencing	ability

•	English	Language	conventions
•	Vocabulary
•	 Listening	accuracy

SPAcE	coMMAnDER

Follow verbal instructions to 
identify and manipulate objects of 
various colors, shapes, and sizes.

•	Working	memory	
•	Listening	accuracy
•	Sustained	&	focused

attention
•	Auditory	processing
•	Sequencing	ability

•	 Following	directions
•	 Listening	accuracy
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Fast ForWord Language v2 Exercises

SOUnD ExERCiSES
sky gym
Sky Gym helps improve the speed at which students identify and 
understand rapid, successive changes in sound (listening accuracy), 
and the ability to recognize and remember the order in which a 
series of sounds is presented (auditory sequencing). Students 
help Gymbo, the athlete, train and generate power for the gym by 
correctly identifying a sequence of two-sound sweeps.

moon ranch
Moon Ranch helps improve the ability to identify and manipulate 
speech sounds in a quick and efficient manner (phonological 
fluency),	the	ability	to	remain	focused	on	a	given	task	while	ignoring	
distractions and refraining from impulsive behavior (sustained 
attention), and the capacity for holding speech sounds in memory 
(phonological memory). Students correctly identify when a new 
syllable interrupts a repeated syllable.

hooP nut
Hoop Nut helps improve the ability to make correct distinctions 
based on individual phonemes (phonological accuracy), the ability 
to identify and manipulate speech sounds in a quick and efficient 
manner	(phonological	fluency),	and	the	capacity	for	holding	speech	
sounds in memory (phonological memory). Students identify a target 
syllable when presented in a sequence of two syllables. 
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WORD ExERCiSES
WhaLien match
Whalien Match helps improve the ability to accurately identify 
spoken words by relying on sound cues alone, without the aid of 
visual or context cues (auditory word recognition). It also helps 
develop the capacity for holding speech sounds in memory 
(phonological memory), the ability to identify and manipulate speech 
sounds	in	a	quick	and	efficient	manner	(phonological	fluency),	
and the ability to make correct distinctions based on individual 
phonemes (phonological accuracy). Whalien Match displays a pod 
of shipwrecked Whaliens in grids of four, eight, and sixteen. Each 
Whalien has a syllable or word associated with it. Students match all 
the syllables and words into pairs using the fewest clicks.

roBo-dog
Robo-Dog helps build knowledge of the phonological structure and 
meaning of words (vocabulary), and helps develop the ability to 
accurately identify spoken words by relying on sound cues alone, 
without the aid of visual or context cues (auditory word recognition). 
Robo-Dog also improves the ability to make correct distinctions 
based on individual phonemes (phonological accuracy), and the 
ability to identify and manipulate speech sounds in a quick and 
efficient	manner	(phonological	fluency).	Students	identify	the	picture	
that represents a pronounced target word. 

eLe-Bot
Ele-Bot helps improve students’ understanding of the relationship 
between words, grammar, and meaning (language structures and 
vocabulary). It also helps increase the speed at which students 
identify and understand rapid, successive changes in sound (listening 
accuracy). Students identify the picture that best represents a 
sentence or answers a question.

sPace commander
Space Commander helps improve the ability to listen to spoken 
directions of increasing length and complexity, comprehend them, 
and keep them in working memory long enough to plan and carry out 
the required action (following directions). Space Commander also 
helps improve students’ understanding of the relationship between 
words, grammar, and meaning (language structures), and helps 
increase the speed at which students identify and understand rapid, 
successive changes in sound (listening accuracy). Space Commander 
presents	a	three-dimensional	flight	deck	with	rows	of	colored	shapes.	
Students correctly identify or manipulate those shapes according to 
the instructions presented. 
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Fast ForWord® Language v2 
suggested Pacing chart For imPLementation

Week 1 day 1 •	Introduce	the	Science/best	Practices	behind	Fast	ForWord	products.
•	Discuss	protocol	times;	address	the	importance	of	attendance	at	school	and	that
full participation is needed during each Fast ForWord lab period. Explain
your grading system, if applicable.
•	Introduce	your	incentive	system,	explaining	how	progress	will	be	monitored,
recorded, and rewarded.
•	Administer,	or	hand	out,	a	student/teacher/parent	survey.
•	Additional	resources	are	available	at	www.scientificlearning.com/support.

day 2 Demonstrate	the	SounD	exercises	to	students.
•	Sky	gym
•	Moon	Ranch
•	hoop	nut

Demonstrate	the	WoRD	exercises	to	students.
•	Whalien	Match
•	Space	commander
•	Robo-Dog
•	Ele-bot

day 3 Discuss exercise tasks, targeted language/reading skills, and the cognitive skills being
developed;	encourage	choral	response	and	questions.	Introduce	resources	students	
may use in helping them progress through the exercises such as:

•	built-in	help	features	(Sky	gym,	Robo-Dog)
•	customer	connect	resources
•	how	to	ask	for	the	lab	coach’s	assistance

be	sure	to	check	additional	available	resources	that	can	be	used,	if	slightly	modified,	in	
similar exercises of other Fast ForWord LANGUAGE/LITERACy products.

day 4 Allow students to work on the exercises in Demo Mode.

Circulate—answering questions, clarifying directions, making corrections, and suggesting 
the use of resources when appropriate.

Prepare the students for taking Reading Progress Indicator (RPI).

day 5 Administer the Reading Progress Indicator (RPI).

Students should work in Demo Mode after completing the RPI, practicing any exercises 
not accomplished the prior day.

Validate/print	each	student’s	RPI	results	when	they	finish.

Post student charts for percent complete.

Revisit the importance of following protocol.

Motivate	the	students	for	the	first	day	of	data-upload.

customer	connect	resources	are	available	online	at	www.scientificlearning.com/
support,	by	contacting	the	Scientific	Learning	customer	Support	team	(888-358-0212),	
or from your Implementation/Training Consultant.
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Fast ForWord® Language v2 
suggested Pacing chart For imPLementation, continued

WEEkS 
2 AND 
bEyonD

daiLy Review	the	Fast	ForWord	Scientific	Learning	Progress	tracker	(Pt)	overview	
report	daily	to	check	for	status	flags	before	students	come	to	lab.	Make	
necessary adjustments to each student’s product assignment if PT indicates a 
Switch or plan a future adjustment if they are nearing completion of Language v2. 

If	a	new	Intervene	or	Adjust	flag	is	noted,	determine	which	exercise(s)	are	
affected and make arrangements to address this need during the upcoming Fast 
ForWord lab period.

•	Students	continue	work	on	the	Fast	ForWord	Language	v2	exercises.
•	Reward	completion	percentage	milestones,	proper	Attendance,	adequate
and Participation (CAPS criteria). (Look for the participation bonus points
on the student’s Success Viewer screen to verify that protocol time has been
met during each lab period.)
•	Intervene…intervene…intervene,	encourage,	motivate,	and	cheerlead!
Celebrate small successes daily, such as attainment of new levels,
appropriate behavior, use of resources, etc.

Visit	the	customer	connect	web	site	online	at	www.scientificlearning.com/
support/ for additional tools to assist you in organizing your time and methods for 
interventions.

WeekLy Review	the	Fast	ForWord	Scientific	Learning	Progress	tracker	condensed	report
weekly	to	determine	large	numbers	of	status	flags	in	a	group	for	a	single	exercise.	
This may indicate a group intervention may be appropriate. 

Develop a weekly “lesson plan” and determine which students will receive direct 
intervention during the following week or if students need to be directed to 
accomplish	certain	activities	in	a	specific	order	(i.e.,	which	exercises	to	select	first	
when they are fresh at the beginning of lab).

•	Either	the	coach	or	the	students	should	update	the	Percent	complete
charts posted during Week 1. 
•	Review	Fast	ForWord	Scientific	Learning	Progress	tracker	Progress	history
report and Error report for detailed information on each student’s progress. 
Based on this information, make arrangements to provide more intensive 
intervention for those students showing greatest difficulty. 
•	confer	with	each	student	regarding	their	progress.	use	the	Fast	ForWord
Scientific	Learning	Progress	tracker	Progress	history	report,	the	Short	
Summary report, and the Weekly Achievement report to analyze progress. 
Discuss difficulties and set goals for the following week.
•	celebrate	the	week’s	achievements	in	a	group	setting.	According	to
your established incentive program, supply appropriate awards for 
accomplishments, or reveal accomplishments of the group and/or an 
individual student.
•	Prepare	printed	copies	of	the	Scientific	Learning	Progress	tracker	Weekly
Achievement report to provide to parents/guardians. Place a personal note 
on the report so parents/guardians and classroom teachers know what to 
celebrate with the student and/or what to emphasize for the upcoming 
week.
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Gym
goaLs
> Identify and remember the order of a series of frequency modulated 

sound sweeps.
> Indicate the pattern just heard. 

skiLLs
LAngUAgE
>  Listening accuracy – ability to listen to sound sweeps at different 

frequencies, durations, and with different lengths of time between 
sound sweeps. The frequencies and durations of the sound sweeps 
correspond to the rapid transitions in sounds of the English lan-
guage. Sky Gym first presents sound sweeps with durations longer 
than those typically found in natural speech. As students progress, 
Sky Gym decreases the duration of the sound sweeps and eventually 
presents the sound sweeps at durations shorter than typically found 
in natural speech. 

>  Auditory sequencing – ability to recognize and remember the order 
in which a series of sounds is presented and then indicate the pat-
tern just heard.

COgniTivE
>  Attention – ability to focus attention.
>  Processing – ability to process tonal sweeps (auditory skill building).

task
>  Click on the yellow planet to hear a sequence of two sound sweeps 

(an “Up” (lower to higher frequency) or a “Down” (higher to lower 
frequency), then click the “Up” arrow and/or “Down” arrow to identify 
the sequence of sounds heard.

Sky
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Understanding the Science in Sky Gym

Sky g ym presents sound sweeps using diffe ent frequency ranges, diffe ent sequences of sounds, and 
diffe ent time durations. The f equencies and durations of the sound sweeps correspond to some of 
the rapid transitions in the sounds of the English language.

The horn on the e ercise machine indicates the current frequency range on which the student is 
working. Sky g ym presents sound sweeps in the following three frequency ranges:

HORn FREqUEnCy RAngE
Small High 2000 Hz

Medium Middle 1000 Hz
Large Low 500 Hz

As students progress in a frequency, Sky g ym decreases the duration of the sound sweeps and the 
length of time between the sound sweeps, challenging the student to improve his or her rate of 
auditory processing. For example, an 80 ms duration represents a sound sweep that lasts for 80 milli-
seconds. The shortest duration in Sky g ym, and consequently the highest level, is 25 milliseconds. The 
number on the exercise machine horn indicates the current duration on which the student is working. 

Sky g ym presents the following durations in each frequency range:

DURATiOnS
80 ms
60 ms
40 ms
35 ms
30 ms
25 ms

Learning standards addressed in sky gym
> Listen to, identify, and remember sound patterns 

How Students Work in Sky Gym

In Sky g ym, students click the yellow planet to hear a sequence of two sound sweeps. A sound sweep 
is classified as up (l wer to higher frequency) or as down (higher to lower frequency). Students must 
click the up arrow and/or down arrow to identify the sequence of sounds heard. For example, if the 
exercise presents an up sweep and then a down sweep, students must click the up arrow once, and 
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then click the down arrow once. If the exercise presents two down sweeps, students must click the 
down arrow twice. Points are awarded when the sequence is correctly reproduced.

For each of the three base frequencies in the exercise, Sky g ym starts with a preparatory stage, which 
is indicated by a closed Powerball door. As students progress through the preparatory stage, a marker 
moves around the lock on the door, indicating their progress. When students master the preparatory 
stage for a frequency, the Powerball door is unlocked and the exercise automatically begins.  
The p eparatory stage will be revisited when a new frequency is encountered for the first time

Note: An alternate auditory introduction that explains how to work on the exercise in Spanish can 
be selected. Refer to “Customizing the Products for Participants” on page 58 of the booklet entitled 
How to Use Scientific Learning g ateway.

keyBoard shortcuts
bUTTOn kEybOARD SHORTCUT

Planet (start) Left arrow or space bar
Up arrow (response) Up arrow
Down arrow (response) Down Arrow 
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How Students Progress through Sky Gym

In Sky g ym, students progress through multiple sound-stimulus sets. Each stimulus set presents up 
and down sound sweeps with base frequencies at 1000Hz, 2000Hz, and 500Hz, the frequency range 
most commonly found in speech. Initial sets present sound sweeps with a relatively long duration 
(80ms). As students progress through the exercise, they will enter sets with shorter duration sound 
sweeps (down to 25ms). As students progresses through a set, the time between the sound sweeps 
(inter-stimulus intervals or ISIs) are reduced in 45 stages, starting at 500ms and ending at 0ms.*

Students will continue to repeat the content at the highest stages in the last 2 stimulus sets of each 
frequency, beginning with stage 40, until the exercise is closed. 

*Note: Each frequency begins in a preparatory mode, with sounds at longer durations and longer
ISIs. Visual help is initially provided, which shows students the correct arrow to click for each sound 
sweep. In this way, students become familiar with the task and learn to listen closely to the diffe ences 
in the sounds.

How Students Advance in Sky Gym

In Sky g ym, the following criteria must be met to advance to the next level:

> To complete Sky g ym, the student must pass all stimulus sets at the highest stage (ISI Oms)
> To advance to the next ISI stage, within a stimulus set, the student must answer three consecutive 

trials correctly. If the student answers a trial incorrectly, the student moves back one ISI stage.

mASTERy
Students continue to work on the exercise until the skills in the exercise are mastered. If Sky g ym is 
revisited, students repeat the content at the shortest durations. 

pLATEAU-bASED TRAnSiTiOnS
Sky g ym adapts to student performance within each stimulus set, and will transition them to a new 
set if they are continuously moving between the same few stages in a set or answering numerous con-
secutive trials incorrectly in a set. The set will be evisited at a later time.
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Rewarding Progress in Sky Gym

Sky g ym presents three exercise machines in a circuit across four workout levels. Each time the 
athlete completes a circuit through all three machines, Sky g ym increases the workout level by modi-
fying the machines. To meet the increased challenge, the athlete acquires specialized leg extensions to 
help him train harder and generate more power for the gym. The number of extensions holding the
horn indicates the workout level for the current circuit.

The th ee vents on the power generator represent the consecutive-correct counter. The ents light 
up to indicate the consecutive number of correct responses. When students answers three consecu-
tive trials correctly, the generator Powerball accumulates more energy and the counter resets. When 
students answer three consecutive trials correctly six times, the Powerball shoots into the generator, 
bonus points are awarded, and g ymbo’s workout switches to the next exercise machine.

The pe cent complete markers next to the yellow planet indicate the percentage of completed con-
tent in the exercise. Each marker represents 10% of the exercise. The small paw indicates the 50%
complete point. When it lights up, Cogger the dog joins in to help power the gym. Cogger works out 
with g ymbo for the rest of the exercise. When all of the markers light up, the exercise is complete. 
The high sco e represents the highest score ever achieved by students in one session. If the high score 
is distracting, students can hide it by clicking the corresponding display button.

pOinTS AWARDED in Sky gym
Sky g ym awards points to students based on the following conditions:

> Correct answers: 1 point for each correct trial.
> Bonus points: 10 points when the Powerball animates into the tube and the machine is switched 

(usually after 6 sets of 3 consecutive correct responses).

Sky Gym Content

Sky g ym presents 3 frequency ranges and 6 duration ranges in each frequency range. The 3 f equency 
ranges are represented by 3 diffe ent-sized horns.

HORn FREqUEnCy RAngE
Small High 2000 Hz

Medium Middle 1000 Hz
Large Low 500 Hz
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Students encounter the following 6 duration ranges within each frequency range:

DURATiOnS
80 ms
60 ms
40 ms
35 ms
30 ms
25 ms

Using Help in Sky Gym

Fast ForWord Language v2 provides the Help tool in Sky g ym and Robo-Dog. If students need assis-
tance identifying the sound sweeps, students can click the Help (?) button above the yellow planet 
to see all four possible sequences of sound sweeps at the current 
frequency (Hz), duration (length of each sound sweep), and ISI 
(time between sound sweeps).

When the Help screen opens, students can click a yellow planet 
to hear the corresponding sequence of sound sweeps. To see the 
response buttons highlight as the sound sweeps play, students can 
click the corresponding button at the bottom of the screen.

Note: Using Help does not affect the student ’ standing in  
Sky g ym.

Assessing Student Progress

Refer to Scientific Learning rogress Tracker reports and the Success Viewer in the Overview section 
of this manual for guidance on how to assess a student’s performance. 

SCiEnTiFiC LEARning pROgRESS TRACkER
Access individual student reports by clicking on either the product name in an Overview Report or 
the student name in a Condensed Report. Sample reports are shown in the Overview section of this 
manual. Additional information is available online at www.scientificlearning.com/support.

Sky Gym
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SUCCESS viEWER
At the end of each session, the product calculates the results for each student and displays those 
results in the Success Viewer. Explain to the student that he or she can see an immediate review of his 
or her performance. The sc een for Sky g ym displays a vertical graph for each phoneme contrast pair 
or sweep duration. For those students who are not familiar with interpreting a vertical graph, take a 
few minutes to explain how to read the graph.

To view details about students’ performance in Sky g ym, or to return to the Points screen, click  
the corresponding tab on the left side of the screen. To exit the Success Viewer from any screen, 
click Exit.

Motivation and Intervention

mOTivATiOn 
To gain maximum benefit f om working with Fast ForWord Language v2 exercises, students need to 
maintain consistent focus on the exercises. Some students find this challenging, so to encourage them,
the use of motivational activities is strongly recommended.

Motivational ideas and activities are listed in the accompanying Teacher Resource CD and on www.
scientificlearning.com/support. Teachers can customize the tasks and themes of each exercise, such 
as designing a bulletin board with the Sky g ym character on it, organizing a contest or matching 
challenge for the class. Providing age-appropriate rewards (such as a Treasure Chest containing special 
school supplies, stickers, and posters) to celebrate incremental successes encourages students to stay 
on task until they complete the exercise.

inTERvEnTiOn
Intervention on the part of the teacher or coach can make the diffe ence in a student successfully 
completing the exercise. Use the Scientific Learning rogress Tracker reports and conversations with 
students to determine where difficulties exist. The efer to the Demo Day Tips (www.scientifi-
clearning.com/support) and the intervention activities listed in Scientific Learning rogress Tracker 
and in this teacher’s manual to determine the appropriate activity to use to help students move 
forward.

In Sky g ym some students may struggle with transitioning from identifying a set of sound sweeps 
that have a relatively long duration to identifying a set of sound sweeps that have a shorter duration. 
The foll wing activity can be used to pre-teach the Sky g ym exercise.
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demo day tiP For sky gym
If a student struggles with understanding how to work on the exercise, go back to the Demo Day Tip 
for Sky g ym that was used to introduce students to the exercise. Repeat the following instructions 
with the student until the student can work independently:

1. Tell the student, “Sky g ym is unlike anything you have experienced before. The sounds p esented
are actually sound sweeps that cover the frequencies in speech. The object is to listen ca efully and
determine whether the sound sweeps you hear are up or down sweeps. We will listen together and
share strategies you might use to tell the diffe ence.”

2. Demonstrate the exercise and have the student tell you whether the sounds heard were the same
or diffe ent. Then determine if the sounds ere High-Low, Low-High, High-High, or Low-Low
(the four possibilities). Encourage choral response or hand-raising. Ask those who can hear the
diffe ence to share their strategies (i.e., closing their eyes, humming to themselves, assigning an
environmental sound to the sweeps for a memory association).

3. Then explain to the student that if he or she needs assistance identifying the sound s eeps, the
student can click the Help (?) button above the yellow planet to see all four possible sequences
of sound sweeps at the current frequency (Hz), duration (length of each sound sweep), and ISI
(time between sound sweeps). When the Help screen opens, the student can click a yellow planet
to hear the corresponding sequence of sound sweeps. To see the response buttons light up as the
sound sweeps play, the student can click the corresponding button at the bottom of the screen.

In Sky g ym some students may struggle with transitioning from identifying a set of sound sweeps 
that have a relatively long duration to identifying a set of sound sweeps that have a shorter duration. 
The foll wing activity can be used to pre-teach the Sky g ym exercise.

Sky Gym
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SkiLL ADDRESSED: Speed in 
identifying and understanding 
rapid, successive changes in 
sounds

gRADE LEvEL: Elementary

TypE OF ACTiviTy: Individual, 
Small Group

mATERiALS: Small xylophone, drum, or other musical instrument that deliver various musical 
tones, red and green paper squares (4” x 4” or larger)

ACTiviTy: 
1. Use a small toy piano or xylophone to demonstrate this activity. Review with students the
definition	of	uP	and	DoWn	sound	sweeps,	demonstrating	with	your	voice	and	the	instrument.	 
(Drawing	diagrams	on	the	board	or	chart	paper	to	illustrate	the	sweeps	from	DoWn	to	uP	and	
from	uP	to	DoWn.	uP	=	starting	from	a	lower	pitch	tone	and	moving	to	a	higher	pitch	tone;	
DoWn	=	starting	from	a	higher	pitch	tone	and	moving	to	a	lower	pitch	tone.) 
2.	next,	explain	that	students	will	respond	to	DoWn,	or	low,	sounds	placing	their	hands	below
their	chairs;	and	respond	to	uP,	or	high,	sounds	by	raising	their	hands	above	their	heads.	Ask	
them to say UP when their hands go above their heads.  
3. Students start the activity with their hands on their desks.
4. Play two notes, starting with lower pitch tone and then playing the higher pitch tone. Play and
hold the lower pitch tone while you count to 5, then play and hold the higher pitch tone while you 
count to 5.  
5. When students hear the low tone, they put their hands below their chairs. When they hear the
high tone, they move their hands above their heads. When their hands go above their heads, they 
say UP for the UP sound sweep. 
6. Explain to students that you will perform this exercise more quickly, holding the notes to a
count of 4, then 3, then 2, and then 1. Direct students to move their hands up and down to match 
the speed of the notes. 
7. complete	the	exercise	by	reversing	the	steps	to	practice	listening	for	DoWn	sound	sweeps
(move	from	the	uP,	or	high	sound	–	with	hands	above	heads	–	to	the	DoWn,	or	low	sound	–	with	
hands below chairs).

samPLe intervention activity

sky GyM
Practicing Sound 

SweeP SPeed

Sky Gym
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moon
RAnch

goaLs
> Identify the target syllable when the syllable changes. 
> Help to improve phonological fluency, phonological memory, and sustained attention.

skiLLs
LAngUAgE
>  Phonological fluency – ability to quickly and efficiently distinguish between syl-

lables that differ by an individual phoneme, such as the /sh/ in shu and the /ch/ in 
chu. The synthetic syllables in the exercise have been designed to emphasize the 
rapidly changing phonetic elements within natural speech.

>  Some contrasts (e.g., /ke/ vs. /ge/, /sti/ vs. /si/) help build skills in gap detection. 
Moon Ranch presents repeated syllables that have been modified by extending 
the silent gap between a voiceless stop consonant and a vowel until the repeated 
syllables are presented at the natural rate of speech.

>  Other contrasts (e.g., /di/ vs. /bi/) help students build skills in perceiving rapid 
acoustic transitions.

>  The length of time between the repeated syllables and the length of time allowed 
for students’ response is also decreased as students progress through the 
exercise.

>  Sustained attention – ability to listen to a repeated syllable and recognize the 
target syllable. In each trial, as many as 8 syllables may be presented before the 
target syllable is presented to improve the ability to remain focused on a given 
task while ignoring distractions and refraining from impulsive behavior.

>  Phonological memory – ability to hold speech sounds in memory and recognize 
when the sound pattern has changed.

COgniTivE
>  Memory – ability to hold the prior syllable in working memory while compar-

ing it to the current syllable.
>  Attention – ability to sustain focus while monitoring a stream of syllables for a 

change from a repeated sound to a novel sound.
>  Processing – ability to process syllables at the level of individual phonemes 

(auditory skill building).

task
> Identify the target syllable when the syllable changes. 
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Understanding the Science in Moon Ranch

Moon Ranch first p esents syllables that have been digitally generated using patented methods (includ-
ing selective intensity increases and duration extensions) to provide enhanced learning opportunities. 
Initially, one of the syllables in each pair includes a silent gap in between the consonant sound and the 
vowel sound, which emphasizes the difference between the two syllables. For example, for the pair ki/gi 
the syllable ki is initially presented as k-i.

As students progress through the exercise, Moon Ranch reduces the silent gap until both syllables in 
a pair are presented using natural speech parameters. Also, as students progress through the exercise, 
Moon Ranch decreases the length of time between the repeated syllables.

Moon Ranch presents the following phoneme contrast pairs of syllables:

pHOnEmE COnTRAST pAiRS
/gi/—/ki/

/chu/—/shu/
/si/—/sti/
/ge/—/ke/
/do/—/to/
/ba/—/da/
/de/—/be/

/bi/—/di/

LEARning STAnDARDS ADDRESSED in mOOn RAnCH
> Distinguish between syllables that differ y an individual phoneme

> Develop the ability to focus on given task

How Students Work in Moon Ranch

In Moon Ranch, students click the yellow planet on g ranny’s tractor to hear a syllable repeated in 
rapid succession. When the exercise interrupts the repeated syllable with a new syllable, which differs
by a single phoneme, students must click the farm animal to be moved into the pasture. If the animal 
is clicked too early or too late, the trial is counted as incorrect. When students answer the trial  
correctly, g ranny raises the animal a little higher toward the fence. Points are awarded for each  
correct answer.
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The th ee steps that raise the animal toward the pasture represent the consecutive-correct counter. 
Each step indicates the consecutive number of correct responses by raising the animal a little higher 
for each consecutive correct answer. 

Note: An alternate auditory introduction that explains how to work on the exercise in Spanish can 
be selected. Refer to “Customizing the Products for Participants” on page 58 of the booklet entitled 
How to Use Scientific Learning g ateway.

keyBoard shortcuts
bUTTOn kEybOARD SHORTCUT

Planet (start) Down arrow or space bar
Farm animal (response) Up arrow 
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How Students Progress through Moon Ranch

In Moon Ranch, students progress through 8 stimulus sets. Each stimulus set presents phonologically 
similar syllables (1 target syllable following 3 to 8 repetitions of the alternate syllable).

Within each stimulus set, students progress through 18 stages. Across these stages, the following 
changes occur:

> The diff ence between the target syllable and the alternate syllable is exaggerated and then 
becomes progressively smaller.

> The possible number of alternate syllables p esented in a trial increases from 6 to 8 after stage 9.
> The time bet een the syllables (inter-stimulus interval or ISI) is reduced from 500ms to 300ms.*
> The time all wed for a response is progressively reduced.
> When the exercise is complete, students continue to repeat the content at the highest stages in 

each stimulus set, beginning with stage 15, until the exercise is closed.

When students answer three consecutive trials correctly, the animal moves onto the next step. When 
students answer three consecutive trials correctly three times, the animal floats ver the fence and the 
exercise awards bonus points. Each time an animal is sent over the fence during a session, the animal 
appears on the hills; the better students perform, the more animals accumulate in the distance.

*Note: The first set in the ercise begins with an introductory mode, with longer inter-stimulus 
intervals and longer time allowed for students to respond. In this way, students become familiar with 
the task.

How Students Advance in Moon Ranch

In Moon Ranch, the following criteria must be met to advance to the next level:

> To complete Moon Ranch, students must pass all stimulus sets at the highest stage.
> To advance to the next stage within a stimulus set, students must answer 3 consecutive trials cor-

rectly. If students answers a trial incorrectly, students move back one stage.
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mASTERy
Students continue to work on the exercise until the skills in the exercise are mastered. If Moon  
Ranch is revisited, students continue to repeat the content at the highest stages in each phoneme  
contrast pair.

pLATEAU-bASED TRAnSiTiOnS
Moon Ranch adapts to student performance within each stimulus set and will transition students to  
a new set if they are continuously moving between the same few stages. The set will be evisited at a 
later time.

Rewarding Progress in Moon Ranch

The th ee steps that raise the animal toward the pasture represent the consecutive-correct counter. 
Each step indicates the consecutive number of correct responses by raising the animal a little higher 
for each consecutive correct answer. 

When the student answers three consecutive trials correctly, the animal moves onto the next  
step. When the student answers three consecutive trials correctly three times, the animal floats ver 
the fence, and the exercise awards bonus points. Each time an animal is sent over the fence during a 
session, the animal appears on the hills; the better the participant performs, the more animals accu-
mulate in the distance.

The pe cent complete markers on g ranny’s tractor indicate the percentage of completed content in 
the exercise. Each marker represents 10% of the exercise. The ocket indicates the 50% complete 
point. When it lights up, the exercise provides more fun and frequent reward animations. When all  
of the markers light up, the exercise is complete.

pOinTS AWARDED in mOOn RAnCH
Moon Ranch awards points to students based on the following conditions:

> Correct answers: 2 points for each correct trial
> Bonus points: 5 bonus points each time students achieve 3 consecutive correct responses 3 times
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Moon Ranch Content

Moon Ranch presents the following 8 pairs of stimulus sets:

TARgET SOUnD ALTERnATE
/gi/ /ki/

/chu/ /shu/
/si/ /sti/
/ke/ /ge/
/to/ /do/
/ba/ /da/
/de/ /be/
/bi/ /di/

Assessing Student Progress

Refer to Scientific Learning rogress Tracker reports and the Success Viewer in the Overview section 
of this manual for guidance on how to assess student performance. 

SCiEnTiFiC LEARning pROgRESS TRACkER
Access individual student reports by clicking on either the product name in an Overview Report or 
the student name in a Condensed Report. Sample reports are shown in the Overview section of this 
manual. Additional information is available online at www.scientificlearning.com/support.)

SUCCESS viEWER
At the end of each session, the product calculates the results for each student and displays those 
results in the Success Viewer. Explain to the student that he or she can see an immediate review of his 
or her performance. The sc een for Moon Ranch displays a vertical graph for each phoneme contrast 
pair or sweep duration. For those students who are not familiar with interpreting a vertical graph, 
take a few minutes to explain how to read the graph.
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Motivation and Intervention

mOTivATiOn
To gain maximum benefit f om working with Fast ForWord Language v2 exercises, students need to 
maintain consistent focus on the exercises. Some students find this challenging, so to encourage them,
the use of motivational activities is strongly recommended. A sample motivation activity is included 
below. Additional motivational ideas and activities are listed in the accompanying Teacher Resource 
CD and online at www.scientificlearning.com/support. 

Moon	RANCH

PerfecT aTTenDance
SkiLL ADDRESSED: Regular attendance

gRADE LEvEL: Elementary

TypE OF ACTiviTy: Individual;	Small	group

mATERiALS: Large	poster	of	the	Moon,	neon-colored	Post-It	notes,	pens,	prizes,	certificates

ACTiviTy: 

1. Place a large poster of the Moon on the lab or classroom wall.
2. When students achieve perfect attendance for the week, give them a neon-colored Post-It
Note on which to write their name and the date. Ask them to choose a location on “the Moon” to 
place their name.  
3. If they achieve another perfect attendance record for the next week, they can take the
previous week’s Post-It Note off the Moon poster and trade it in for a prize. 
4. At the end of their session, add up each week of “perfect” attendance and reward with a
certificate	for	perfect	attendance.

SAmpLE mOTivATiOn ACTiviTy
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inTERvEnTiOn
Timely intervention on the part of the teacher or coach can make the diffe ence in a student success-
fully completing the exercise. Use the Scientific Learning rogress Tracker reports and conversations 
with students to determine where difficulties exist. The efer to the Demo Day Tips (www.scientifi-
clearning.com/support) and the intervention activities listed in Scientific Learning rogress Tracker 
and in this teacher’s manual to determine the appropriate activity to use to help students move 
forward.

demo day tiP For moon ranch
If a student struggles with understanding how to work on the exercise, go back to the Demo Day Tip 
for Moon Ranch that was used to introduce students to the exercise. Repeat the following instruc-
tions with the student until the student can work independently:

1. Tell the student, “To work on Moon Ranch, you will click the yellow planet on g ranny’s tractor
to hear a syllable repeated in rapid succession.”

2. Then, as ou demonstrate, tell the student, “When the exercise interrupts the repeated syllable
with a new syllable, which differs y a single phoneme, you must click the farm animal to be
moved into the pasture.”

3. To explain the scoring say, “If the animal is clicked too early or too late, the trial is counted as
incorrect. When you answer the trial correctly, the exercise raises the animal a little higher toward
the fence. Points are awarded for each correct answer.”

4. If a student continues to have difficulty understanding the ocess, work through the following
practice:
a.  Tell the student, “First, we are going to practice by holding one wrist with our other hand. Hold

your wrist like this (demonstrate) and I will say a word over and over again. When I change to a
new word, I want you to let go of your wrist as quickly as you can!”

b.  Say, “Cat, cat, cat, cat, cat, dog.” (Do it a few times, getting faster each time.) Observe the
student’s response.

c.  Continue to reinforce learning with additional practice. Tell the student, “Now, I’m going to
make it harder because I’m going to use sounds instead of words.

d.  Repeat the activity using sounds like /ga/ and /va/ instead of words.
5. Return to the exercise. Tell the student, “When you do this exercise, once you click the start

button you will hear /ba/, /ba/, /ba/, /ba/ and then it will change to /da/. As soon as the sound
changes, you need to let go of the mouse or spacebar.” (Begin the demos and demonstrate using
the spacebar. With the next few trials, have students practice by holding and letting go of their
arm for each trial.)
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In Moon Ranch, some students may struggle with transitioning from identifying a set of sound 
sweeps that have a relatively long duration to identifying a set of sound sweeps that have a shorter 
duration. The foll wing activity can be used to pre-teach the Moon Ranch exercise:

Moon	RANCH

IDenTIfyInG syllable 
chanGes
SkiLL ADDRESSED: Accuracy in identifying and reproducing initial sounds

gRADE LEvEL: Elementary

TypE OF ACTiviTy: Individual;	Small	group

mATERiALS: Poster	of	the	Moon,	neon-colored	Post-It	notes,	pens,	prizes,	certificates

ACTiviTy: 
1. Some students may struggle with identifying the different syllables, /ba/ and /ra/. Explain to the
students that you will say two different syllables. Ask them to listen carefully for sound changes. 
2. Say the two syllables slowly and then ask students to say them with you while touching
their lips.  
3. Discuss the differences in the way their mouths form the two syllables. Point out that the
beginning sound for each syllable is different and that the ending sound for each syllable is the 
same. 
4. Explain that you will say a series of /ba/ syllables and that they must listen for a surprise. you
will surprise them by saying the /ra/ syllable somewhere in the pattern.  
5. Instruct the students to raise their hands when they hear the syllable change from /ba/ to /ra/.
6. After	the	students	master	the	identification	of	/ba/	and	/ra/	repeat	the	activity	by	changing
which syllable is repeated. Say a series of /ra/ syllables and then insert a /ba/ syllable, asking 
students to raise their hands when they hear /ba/. 
7. Say the syllables slowly to allow students time to listen carefully and process the sounds. When
students appear to master the differences, speed up the activity.  

ADDiTiOnAL ACTiviTy: Add clapping to the exercise – when saying /ba/, clap hands together, 
when saying /ra/, clap hands on knees.

SAmpLE inTERvEnTiOn ACTiviTy
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goaL
> Identify a target syllable when presented in a sequence of two syllables.

skiLLs
LAngUAgE AnD READing 
>  Phonological accuracy – ability to make correct distinctions based on individual phonemes
>  Phonological fluency – ability to identify and manipulate speech sounds in a quick and efficient manner 
>  Phonological memory – ability to hold speech sounds in memory

COgniTivE 
>  Memory – ability to hold the target phoneme in working memory while comparing it to two alternate 

phonemes to find the matching one
>  Attention – ability to focus attention
>  Processing – ability to process phonemes (auditory skill building)

task
> Click the yellow planet on the tree launcher to hear a target syllable.

hoop
nut
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Understanding the Science in Hoop Nut

Hoop Nut first p esents syllables in which the speech sounds have been digitally generated using 
patented methods (including selective intensity increases and duration extensions) to provide 
enhanced learning opportunities. Initially, the consonant sound in each syllable has been lengthened 
and enhanced relative to the vowel sound. For example, the syllable /ba/ is initially presented with an 
acoustically modified ersion of the /b/ sound.

As students progress through the exercise, Hoop Nut decreases this processing, and eventually pres-
ents the syllables using natural speech parameters. Also, as students progress through the exercise, 
Hoop Nut decreases the length of time between syllable choices. 

Hoop Nut presents the following phoneme contrast pairs of syllables:

pHOnEmE COnTRAST pAiRS
/aba/—/ada/
/ba/—/da/
/be/—/de/
/bi/—/di/
/va/—/fa/

LEARning STAnDARDS ADDRESSED in HOOp nUT
> Identify and manipulate rapidly changing speech sounds 
> Develop the ability to focus on given task 
> Hold speech sounds in memory 

How Students Work in Hoop Nut

Students must listen carefully as each of the two Astro-nuts in the acorns present a diffe ent  
syllable. One Astro-nut presents the target syllable, while the other Astro-nut presents a syllable that 
differs f om the target syllable by a single phoneme. Students must click the acorn that presents the 
target syllable. Points are awarded for each correct answer. Bonus points are awarded after 12  
correct answers.

Note: An alternate auditory introduction that explains how to work on the exercise in Spanish can 
be selected. Refer to “Customizing the Products for Participants” on page 58 of the booklet entitled 
How to Use Scientific Learning g ateway.
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How Students Progress through Hoop Nut

In Hoop Nut, students progress through 5 stimulus sets. Each stimulus set presents 2 synthetic  
syllables that differ y a single phoneme.

Within each stimulus set, students progress through 26 stages. Across these stages the following 
changes occur:

> The emphasis on critical phonetic featu es is gradually reduced. Stage 26 corresponds to  
natural speech.

> The time bet een the syllables (inter-stimulus interval or ISI) is reduced from 500ms to 10ms.

keyBoard shortcuts
bUTTOn kEybOARD SHORTCUT

Planet (start) Down arrow or space bar

Left acorn (response) Left arrow
Right acorn (response) Right arrow 
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When the exercise is complete, students will continue to repeat the content at the highest stage in 
each stimulus set, beginning with Stage 21, until the exercise is closed.

How Students Advance in Hoop Nut

In Hoop Nut, the following criteria must be met to advance to the next level:

> To advance to the next stage within a stimulus set, students must answer 3 consecutive trials cor-
rectly. If students answer a trial incorrectly, students move back one stage.

> To complete Hoop Nut, students must pass all stimulus sets at the highest stage.

mASTERy
Students continue to work on the exercise until the skills in the exercise are mastered. If Hoop Nut is 
revisited, students continue to repeat the content at the highest stages in each phoneme contrast pair.

pLATEAU-bASED TRAnSiTiOnS
Hoop Nut adapts to students’ performance within each stimulus set, and will transition students to a 
new set if students are continuously moving between the same few stages. The set will be evisited at a 
later time.

Rewarding Progress in Hoop Nut

The wing nut ab ve the yellow planet represents the consecutive-correct counter, which tightens up 
a little more for each consecutive correct response. When students answer three consecutive trials 
correctly, the tree launcher shoots an acorn through the hoop on a nearby tree ship, and the counter is 
reset. When a tree ship fills with acorns, it blasts off into orbit ound the planet. As students con-
tinue answering trials correctly in a session, more and more tree ships can be seen orbiting the planet, 
which indicate a more successful session performance.

The pe cent complete markers on the tree launcher indicate the percentage of completed content in 
the exercise. Each marker represents 10% of the exercise. The “H” indicates the 50% complete point.
When it lights up, Hoop Drive is invoked, which provides more fun and frequent reward animations 
and more fun ways to shoot hoops. When all of the markers light up, the exercise is complete.

The high sco e represents the highest score ever achieved by students in one session. If the high score 
is distracting, students can hide it by clicking the corresponding display button.
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pOinTS AWARDED in HOOp nUT
Hoop Nut awards points to students based on the following conditions:

> Correct answers: Students earn 2 points for reach correct trial
> Bonus points: Students earns 10 bonus points after 12 correct trials.

Hoop Nut Content

Hoop Nut presents 5 stimulus sets with 26 stages per set.  
Each stimulus set focuses on a unique target sound.

SETS STAgES pER SET TOTAL min. TRiALS 
(3 pER STAgE)

5 26 390

TARgET SOUnD ALTERnATE
/aba/ /ada/
/ba/ /da/
/be/ /de/
/bi/ /di/
/va/ /fa/

Assessing Student Progress

Refer to the Scientific Learning rogress Tracker reports and the Success Viewer in the Overview  
section of this manual for detailed information on assessing student performance. 

SCiEnTiFiC LEARning pROgRESS TRACkER
Access individual student reports by clicking on either the product name in an Overview Report or 
the student name in a Condensed Report. Sample reports are shown in the Overview section of this 
manual. Additional information is available online at www.scientificlearning.com/support.

SUCCESS viEWER 
At the end of each session, the product calculates the results for each student and displays those 
results in the Success Viewer. Explain to the student that he or she can see an immediate review of his 
or her performance. The sc een Hoop Nut displays a vertical graph for each phoneme contrast pair or 
sweep duration. For those students who are not familiar with interpreting a vertical graph, take a few 
minutes to explain how to read the graph.
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Motivation and Intervention

mOTivATiOn
To gain maximum benefit f om working with Fast ForWord Language v2 exercises, students need to 
maintain consistent focus on the exercises. Some students find this challenging, so to encourage them,
the use of motivational activities is strongly recommended. A sample motivational activity is listed 
below. Additional motivational ideas and activities are listed in the accompanying Teacher Resource 
CD and online at www.scientificlearning.com/support. 

hooP	nut	 
a Token econoMy
Whether you are using points or exercise percent complete, students will enjoy shopping at the 
Fast ForWord store. Set up a small store with age-appropriate prizes and assign a point or dollar 
value	to	each	item.	once	a	week,	the	students	who	have	earned	enough	points	or	reached	a	
targeted level of completion may shop for a prize. keep in mind that some students will like to 
earn small prizes more frequently, while others may prefer to save their points for a larger prize.

SUggESTED pRizES FOR ELEmEnTARy SCHOOL STUDEnTS (ALL UnDER $10) 

stickers, pencils, erasers. books

friendship bracelets, wrist bands,

yo-yos, bubbles, Play-Doh

hair clips, small trinket boxes

 jump rope, bag of marbles, checkers

Beanie Babies

SAmpLE mOTivATiOn ACTiviTy
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inTERvEnTiOn
Timely intervention on the part of the teacher or coach can make the diffe ence in a student success-
fully completing the exercise. Use the Scientific Learning rogress Tracker reports and conversations 
with students to determine where difficulties exist. The efer to the Demo Day Tips (www.scientifi-
clearning.com/support) and the intervention activities listed in Scientific Learning rogress Tracker 
and in this teacher’s manual to determine the appropriate activity to use to help students move 
forward. 

demo day tiP For hooP nut
If a student struggles with understanding how to work on the exercise, go back to the Demo Day Tip 
for Hoop Nut that was used to introduce students to the exercise. Repeat the following instructions 
with the student until the student can work independently:

1. Tell the student, “To work on Hoop Nut, you will click the yellow planet on the tree launcher to 
hear a target syllable. Listen carefully as each of the two Astro-nuts in the acorns presents a diffe -
ent syllable.” 

2. It is important that the student understands that one Astro-nut presents the target syllable, while 
the other presents a syllable that differs f om the target syllable by a single phoneme. 

3. Then, as ou demonstrate, tell the student, “You must click the acorn that presents the target 
syllable.” If the student is having difficulty identifying the identical sound, h e him or her listen 
with eyes closed and say first or second to indicate o der marking the matching sound to the 
stimulus sound.

4. Also, remind the student that points are awarded for each correct answer and bonus points are 
awarded after 12 correct answers.
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In Hoop Nut, some students may struggle with identifying the syllable that is diffe ent from the 
target syllable. The foll wing activity can be used to pre-teach the Hoop Nut exercise:

hooP	nut	 
reD checker sounDs
SkiLL ADDRESSED: Accuracy in identifying and understanding rapid, successive  
changes in sounds

gRADE LEvEL: Elementary

TypE OF ACTiviTy: Individual;	Small	group

mATERiALS: Small	red	checker	disks;	list	of	syllables	to	read	aloud	(e.g.,	/bi/,	/di/)

ACTiviTy: 

1. Give students small red checker discs or something similar to hold in their hands. Explain that 
you will say one syllable – /bi/ – several times. Then you will say the other syllable –/di/– once. 

2. Instruct students to hold the red checker in their hands on their desk as long as they hear the 
/bi/ sound. When students hear the /di/ sound, have them hold the red checker up above their 
heads.

3. Begin slowly, drawing out the /bi/ sound. Mimic the red check process with the students by 
holding a red checker in your hand on a desk. 

4.	Say	/bi/	four	times;	then	say	/di/	once.	After	you	say	/di/	raise	your	hand	with	the	red	checker	
above your head. Encourage students to follow your steps.

5. If students still struggle differentiating between the sounds of the two syllables, ask them to say 
the two syllables with you while they hold their hands over their mouths. Note with the students 
how their mouths form the syllables. Talk about the differences in the mouth formation and the 
resulting sound differences.

6. Begin the activity again, moving slowly with four /bi/ syllables and then one /di/ syllable. When 
students have mastered this sequence, introduce a different sequence such as two /bi/ syllables, 
one /di/ syllable, and then one /bi/ syllable. 

7.	once	students	identify	the	differences,	move	them	back	into	the	exercise	with	a	short	review	of	
how to work in the exercise.

SAmpLE inTERvEnTiOn ACTiviTy
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mAtch
WhALien

goaL
> Match all the syllables and words into pairs using the fewest clicks.

skiLLs
 LAngUAgE AnD READing
 >  Auditory word recognition – ability to accurately identify spoken 

words by relying on sound cues alone, without the aid of visual or 
context cues.

 > Phonological memory – ability to hold speech sounds in memory.
 >  Phonological fluency – ability to identify and manipulate speech 

sounds in a quick and efficient manner.
 >  Phonological accuracy – ability to make correct distinctions based on 

individual phonemes.
 COgniTivE 

>  Memory – ability to use auditory and visual-spatial working memory 
to locate matching syllable or word pairs in a grid.

 >  Attention – ability to sustain focus.
 >  Processing – ability to process auditory syllables and process visual-

spatial locations associated with sounds.

task
> Click a Whalien (fish-like creature) to hear the syllable and rely on 

memory to find the matching Whalien.
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WhALien mAtch

Understanding the Science in Whalien Match

Whalien Match first p esents syllables and words in which the speech sounds have been digitally 
altered using patented methods (including selective intensity increases and duration extensions) to 
provide enhanced learning opportunities. Initially, the consonant sounds in each word have been 
lengthened and enhanced relative to the vowel sound. For example, the word bit is initially presented 
with acoustically modified ersions of the /b/ and /t/ sounds.

As students progress through the exercise, Whalien Match decreases this processing and eventually 
presents the syllables and words using natural speech.

The five processing level markers (stars) at the top of the screen represent the diffe ent speech process-
ing levels in Whalien Match. While students work in a level, the corresponding marker lights up. 
When students complete a level, bonus points are awarded and the next marker lights up. When all 
fi e markers light up, students are working in the highest level.

Learning standards addressed in WhaLien match
> Identify spoken words by relying on sound cues
> Develop the ability to identify, remember, and manipulate speech sounds
> Make correct distinctions based on individual phonemes

How Students Work in Whalien Match

Students click a Whalien to hear it pronounce a syllable or word. Students must click the other 
Whaliens on the screen to find the Whalien with the matching syllable or word. If students click a 
Whalien that matches one already clicked, students must click the first Whalien of the pair to confirm
the match. The twoWhaliens are then rescued by the vehicle on the surface. Points are awarded for 
each correct match.

Note: An alternate auditory introduction that explains how to work on the exercise in Spanish can 
be selected. Refer to “Customizing the Products for Participants” on page 58 of the booklet entitled 
How to Use Scientific Learning g ateway.

keyBoard shortcuts
bUTTOn kEybOARD SHORTCUT

Note: The e are no keyboard shortcuts for Whalien Match. 
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WhALien mAtch

How Students Progress through  
Whalien Match

In Whalien Match, students progress through 5 levels. In the early levels, Whalien Match presents 
syllables and words in which the speech sounds have been digitally altered using patented meth-
ods (including selective intensity increases and duration extensions) to provide enhanced learning 
opportunities. As students progress through the levels, Whalien Match decreases this processing, and 
eventually, in level 5, presents the syllables and words using natural speech. All sets and stages are 
repeated at each processing level, as described below.

Within each level, students progress through 4 sets. Each set contains words or syllables that differ y 
initial and/or final consonants

Within each set, students progress through a series of stages. Each stage includes a specific grid si e,  
as follows:

> STAgES 1-3: 4-cell grids (2 matches presented only at the start of the exercise)
> STAgES 4-6: 8-cell grids (4 matches)
> STAgES 7-10: 16-cell grids (8 matches)
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WhALien mAtch

When students have completed Stages 1 – 3, they begin working on the next set at Stage 5 (Stage 4 is 
only presented when Stage 5 is not successfully completed).

When the exercise is complete, if the exercise remains open, students repeat the content at the  
highest level.

How Students Advance in Whalien Match

In Whalien Match, the following criteria must be met to advance to the next level:

> To advance to the next level in Whalien Match, students must pass all sets within the level at the 
highest stage.

> To advance to the next stage within a set, students must clear all the matched pairs within a grid 
within the maximum number of allowed clicks. 

> When Stage 10 is completed within the maximum allowed clicks, students will advance to Stage 5 
of a new set.

> If students use more than the maximum number of clicks to clear the grid, students will be 
demoted one stage. For example, if Stage 5 is not completed within the maximum number of 
clicks, students are presented with Stage 4.

mASTERy
Students continue to work on the exercise until the skills in the exercise are mastered. If Whalien 
Match is revisited, students continue to repeat the content at the highest level.

pLATEAU-bASED TRAnSiTiOnS
Whalien Match adapts to students’ performance within each set, and will transition the students 
to the next set if the students are at Stage 4 in a set and do not clear the grid within the maximum 
number of clicks. The set will be evisited at the end of the level. Students will not advance to the 
next level until all sets at the current level have been passed at the highest stage.

Rewarding Progress in Whalien Match

The click counter on the launcher on the plane ’s surface displays the number of attempts (clicks) 
available to match all of the Whaliens in the grid. Each time students click a Whalien, this number 
is reduced by one, and one of the tokens disappears. However, even when this number reaches zero, 
students can still match syllables and words. 
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WhALien mAtch

When students match all of the Whaliens on the screen within the allowed number of clicks, the 
remaining tokens are awarded as bonus points. When students match all of the Whaliens in a 4x4 
grid within the allowed number of clicks, a periscope creature pops up. As students continue to  
clear 4x4 grids in the session, the periscope creature moves closer to the ship. When the periscope 
creature is close enough to the ship, it jumps into the ship, bonus points are awarded, and a reward 
animation plays.

The pe cent complete markers on the left indicate the percentage of completed content in the exer-
cise. Each marker represents 10% of the exercise. The sea horse indicates the 50% complete point.
When it lights up, the exercise provides more fun and frequent reward animations. When all of the 
markers light up, the exercise is complete.

pOinTS AWARDED in WHALiEn mATCH
Whalien Match awards points to students based on the following conditions:

> Correct answers: 2 points for each correct match
> Bonus points 
	 •	 the	number	remaining	on	the	counter	when	a	grid	is	completed
	 •	 	when	50%	or	more	of	the	content	has	been	completed,	10	additional	bonus	points	are	awarded	

for each 4x4 grid cleared after the periscope creature has reached the ship
	 •	 30	bonus	points	are	awarded	when	students	pass	a	processing	level

Whalien Match Content

Whalien Match presents 5 processing levels, 4 stimulus sets, and up to 10 stages per set. 
LEvELS: The sound in each le el is processed diffe ently. The le els represent a progression from 
highly processed speech at level 1 to normal speech at level 5. All sets and stages are repeated at each 
processing level.

SETS: Each set contains a diffe ent word/sound category. The e are 12 diffe ent words/sounds in each 
set (category). 

STAgES: Each stage is assigned a specific grid. Three of the stages are only used in training.
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SET (CATEgORy) 
1

SET (CATEgORy) 
2

SET (CATEgORy) 
3

SET (CATEgORy) 
4

big buck back ba

bit bud bag cha

dig but bat da

dip cup cab ga

kick cut cap ka

kid duck cat la

kit dug gap pa

pick pub pack ra

pig pup pat sa

pit tub tack sha

tick tuck tag ta

tip tug tap za

Assessing Student Progress

Refer to Scientific Learning rogress Tracker reports and the Success Viewer in the Overview 
section of this manual for guidance on how to assess a student’s performance.

SCiEnTiFiC LEARning pROgRESS TRACkER
Access individual student reports by clicking on either the product name in an Overview 
Report or the student name in a Condensed Report. Sample reports are shown in  
the Overview section of this manual. Additional information is available online at  
www.scientificlearning.com/support. 

SUCCESS viEWER
At the end of each session, the product calculates the results for each student and displays 
those results in the Success Viewer. Explain to the student that he or she can see an immedi-
ate review of his or her performance. The sc een for Whalien Match displays boxes for the 
completed content and the current content in the exercise. Take a few minutes to explain to 
students the meaning of the graph in the screen.
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Motivation and Intervention

mOTivATiOn
To gain maximum benefit f om working with Fast ForWord Language v2 exercises, students 
need to maintain consistent focus on the exercises. Some students can become discouraged 
very quickly. To counteract any discouragement the use of motivational activities is strongly 
recommended. A sample motivational activity to encourage perfect attendance is listed 
below. Additional motivational ideas and activities are listed in the Resource CD and online 
at www.scientificlearning.com/support.

WHALIEN MATCH  
PerfecT aTTenDance  
bulleTIn boarD
Create a calendar for each student that shows the month and days in which they are working on 
Whalien Match. (A sample calendar and a Whalien template are located on the Resource CD.) 
Attach each student’s calendar to the bulletin board. (A background of ocean waves, ships, etc. 
can create the ocean theme for the display.)

Print out several sheets of the Whalien template on lightweight card stock. Cut Whaliens into 
individual pieces and place in a small box that students can easily access.

Instruct the students to take one Whalien from the box at the end of each Fast ForWord 
session and tack it to their calendar on the bulletin board. For those students achieving perfect 
attendance, reward with a “Lunch with the Principal.” Provide other smaller rewards for those 
students who achieve near-perfect attendance, especially if there had been an illness or family 
problem beyond the student’s control which interfered with students being in the lab. At 
the completion of their Fast ForWord experience, encourage students to take their Whalien 
Attendance Calendar home with them.

note: This activity raises awareness of the importance of attendance and performance and at the 
same time engages students in following directions for recording and sequencing information.

SAmpLE mOTivATiOn ACTiviTy
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inTERvEnTiOn
Timely intervention on the part of the teacher or coach can make the diffe ence in a student 
successfully completing the exercise. Use the Scientific Learning rogress Tracker reports and 
conversations with students to determine where difficulties exist. The efer to the Demo 
Day Tips (www.scientificlearning.com/support) and the intervention activities listed in 
Scientific Learning rogress Tracker and in this teacher’s manual to determine the appropri-
ate activity to use to help students move forward. 

demo day tiP For WhaLien match
If a student struggles with understanding how to work on the exercise, go back to the Demo 
Day Tip for Whalien Match that was used to introduce students to the exercise. Repeat the 
following instructions with the student until the student can work independently:

1. Tell the student, “To work on Whalien Match, you will click a Whalien on the screen. The e er-
cise pronounces a syllable or word. Then ou must click another Whalien on the screen to find the
Whalien with the matching syllable or word. 

2. Then, as ou demonstrate, tell the student, “If you click a new Whalien that matches one already 
clicked, then you must then go back and click the first Whalien of the pair to confirm the match.
The twoWhaliens are then rescued by the vehicle on the surface.”

3. Show the first demo of four b xes and demonstrate a left-to-right strategy, listening for matches. 
Have the student call out if he or she hears a match and have him or her tell you where it is. If the 
student is having trouble hearing matching sounds, demonstrate by targeting one sound and go 
through until you find its match

4. Tell the student, “The goal is to find the matches in as w clicks as possible, so listening and 
remembering where you heard a match is very important.”

5. Then emind the student that points are awarded for each correct answer with one catch: in this 
exercise, one can fail to progress when they click randomly. Progress is shown as the student dem-
onstrates accuracy for this task. 
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For those students who are struggling with identifying speech sounds in a quick and efficient mann , 
try the following activity:

WHALIEN MATCH  
sPeeDy sounDs
SkiLL ADDRESSED: Identifying speech sounds quickly

gRADE LEvEL: Elementary

TypE OF ACTiviTy: Individual;	Small	group

mATERiALS: Syllable List  
Slow-Paced Sound List: /ba/ (pause), /da/ (pause), /fa/ (pause), /ha/ 
Fast- Paced Sound List: /ba/, /da/, /fa/, /ha/

ACTiviTy: (The goal of this activity is for students to identify quickly by repeating the syllable 
they hear.) 

1. Explain to students that they will hear you say a syllable sound from the Sound List. Next, they 
will repeat the syllable sound back to you. Then, you and the students will say the syllable sound 
together. 

2. Say and draw out the syllable slowly. 

3. Listen for student response. When students appear to hear and repeat the syllable sounds 
correctly, speed up the process and make it more interesting by having them clap their hands 
while saying the syllable sounds. 

4.	you	can	create	various	rhythms	with	the	sounds	such	as	/ba/,	/ba/,	/bababa/	oR	/dada/,	 
/dada/…encourage	students	to	lead	other	students	in	the	exercise.			

SAmpLE inTERvEnTiOn ACTiviTy
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goaL
> Improve vocabulary, auditory word recognition, phonological  

accuracy, and phonological fluency.

skiLLs
 LAngUAgE AnD READing
 >  Vocabulary – development of vocabulary from elementary level 

math and science.
 >  Auditory word recognition – ability to accurately identify 

spoken words by relying on sound cues alone, without the aid 
of visual or context cues.

 >  Phonological accuracy – ability to make correct distinctions 
based on individual phonemes.

 >  Phonological fluency – ability to identify speech sounds in a 
quick and efficient manner.

 COgniTivE
 >  Memory – ability to hold a word in working memory while 

retrieving picture-word associations from long-term memory.
 >  Attention – ability to sustain focused attention.
 >  Processing – ability to process of words at the level of  

phonemes and linguistic processing of words at the level  
of semantics.

task
> Listen to a target word and then click the picture that represents 

the target word.
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Understanding the Science in Robo-Dog

Robo-Dog first p esents words in which the speech sounds have been digitally altered using patented 
methods (including selective intensity increases and duration extensions) to provide enhanced learn-
ing opportunities. Initially, the consonant sounds in each word have been lengthened and enhanced 
relative to the vowel sound. For example, the word lake is initially presented with acoustically modi-
fied ersions of the /l/ and /k/ sounds.

As students progress through the exercise, Robo-Dog decreases this processing and eventually presents 
the words using natural speech.

The five processing level markers (stars) at the top of the screen represent the diffe ent speech process-
ing levels in Robo-Dog. While students work in a level, the corresponding marker lights up. When 
students complete a level, bonus points are awarded and the next marker lights up. When all fi e 
markers light up, students are working in the highest level.

Learning standards addressed in roBo-dog
> Identify and remember speech sounds
> Identify and remember phonemes
> Develop knowledge of phonological structure and meaning of words
> Build vocabulary in elementary math and science

How Students Work in Robo-Dog

Robo-Dog consists of two tasks, the phonemic task and the semantic task, plus a Help mode.

pHOnEmiC TASk
Students listen to a target word and then select the correct picture from a group of 4 pictures that 
contains one or more pictures that are phonetically similar (for example; tack, tag, tap, tan). 

SEmAnTiC TASk
Students listen to a target word and select the correct picture from a group of 4 pictures that have a 
semantic relationship (for example; dog, cat, walrus, seal). In each activity, students must identify and 
click the picture that matches the target word.

Note: An alternate auditory introduction that explains how to work on the exercise in Spanish can 
be selected. Refer to “Customizing the Products for Participants” on page 58 of the booklet entitled 
How to Use Scientific Learning g ateway.
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How Students Progress through Robo-Dog

Students progress through the two tasks, the phonemic task and the semantic task, as follows:

pHOnEmiC TASk
Within the phonemic task, students progresses through 5 levels. In the early levels, Robo-Dog pres-
ents words in which the speech sounds have been digitally altered using patented methods (including 
selective intensity increases and duration extensions) to provide enhanced learning opportunities. 

keyBoard shortcuts
bUTTOn kEybOARD SHORTCUT

Planet (start) Down arrow or space bar
Pictures (responses, top left to 
bottom right)

Number keys 1 through 4
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As students progress through the levels, Robo-Dog decreases this processing, and eventually, in level 
5, presents the words using natural speech. Students progresses through all stimuli at each speech 
processing level.

Within each level, students progress through 6 groups of words. The wo ds are grouped to become 
progressively more difficult based on the fol wing 3 factors:

> Difficulty of alternate esponses (1 vs. 3 minimal pairs)
> Target phoneme difficul
> Target phoneme position (initial vs. final

SEmAnTiC TASk
Within the semantic task, all stimuli are presented at the natural speech level. Students progresses 
through 4 groups of words. The wo ds are grouped based on vocabulary type.

> Math vocabulary: number sense
> Math vocabulary: arithmetic and geometry
> Science vocabulary: life sciences
> Science vocabulary: earth sciences

When the exercise is complete, students continue to repeat the content at the highest level, beginning 
with the semantic task.

How Students Advance in Robo-Dog

In Robo-Dog, the following criteria must be met to advance to the next level:

> Students must pass all levels in the phonemic task before advancing to the semantic task. Within 
the phonemic task, students must pass all word groups within a level before advancing to the next 
level.

> To complete a word group and advance to the next word group, students must correctly answer at 
least 90% of the items in the group.

If students fail to meet these advancement criteria for any word groups in a level, the word group is 
immediately repeated. 

*Note: Correct responses that occur when Help mode is active are not counted toward advancement 
in the exercise.
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mASTERy
Students continue to work on the exercise until the skills in the exercise are mastered. If Robo-Dog is 
revisited, students continue to repeat the content at the highest level.

pLATEAU-bASED TRAnSiTiOnS
If after 3 attempts, students fail to meet the advancement criterion for a group, Robo-Dog transitions 
students to the next word group. That wo d group will be revisited at the end of the level. Students will 
not advance to the next level until the criteria have been met for all word groups in the current level.

Rewarding Progress in Robo-Dog

The th ee buttons on the dog’s collar represent the consecutive correct counter. The buttons light up
to indicate the number of consecutive correct responses. When students answer three consecutive 
trials correctly, a biscuit appears in the biscuit box on the left and the counter resets. When students 
answer three consecutive trials correctly three times, the dog gets to eat the biscuits, the empty biscuit 
box moves to the right side of the screen, and the exercise awards bonus points.

When students accumulate four empty biscuit boxes, the golden bone box appears. This b x fills with
gold bones instead of biscuits. Bonus points are awarded when the golden bone box is filled, and
students earn a special gold bone, which is displayed in the upper left corner of the screen.

The pe cent complete markers on the left indicate the percentage of completed content in the exer-
cise. Each marker represents 10% of the exercise. When all of the markers light up, the exercise is 
complete. As students continue to perform well in a session, more gold bones accumulate.

pOinTS AWARDED in RObO-DOg
Robo-Dog awards points to students based on the following conditions:

> Correct answers: 2 points for each correct trial if Help mode is off; 1 point for each cor ect trial if 
Help mode is on

> Bonus points

	 •	After	every	3	consecutive	correct	responses	3	times	(when	a	biscuit	box	is	filled
  5 bonus points if Help mode is off;
  2 bonus points if Help mode is on 
	 •	After	3	consecutive	correct	responses	15	times	(when	a	gold	biscuit	box	is	filled
  10 bonus points if Help mode is off
  4 bonus points if Help mode is on
	 •	 30	points	are	awarded	when	a	processing	level	is	completed
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Using Help in Robo-Dog

Language v2 provides the Help tool in Robo-Dog and Sky g ym. If students need assistance with the 
vocabulary, they can click the Help (?) button next to g oldie to activate Help. A question mark inside 
the planet indicates that Help is on. When Help is on, the exercise pronounces the word for each 
picture and briefly displays the pictu e on the screen before each trial is presented. This all ws the 
student to review the vocabulary before the actual trial starts.

Note: Help remains on until students turn it off y clicking the Help button again, or until students 
complete all of the trials in the current content group.

Robo-Dog Content

Robo-Dog presents the following vocabulary in the semantic task. Students progress through 4 
groups of words, which are grouped based on vocabulary type

grouP 1

TARgET WORD ALTERnATE 
RESpOnSE 1

ALTERnATE 
RESpOnSE 2

ALTERnATE 
RESpOnSE 3

knee bee vase base

bee knee base vase

bee me dip zip

me bee zip dip

ache lake sink think

lake ache think sink

ache rake bee me

rake ache me bee

sink think piece peach

think sink peach piece

dip zip face vase

zip dip vase face

bear bell base face

bell bear face base

piece peach ache rake

peach piece rake ache
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grouP 2

TARgET WORD ALTERnATE 
RESpOnSE 1

ALTERnATE 
RESpOnSE 2

ALTERnATE 
RESpOnSE 3

day they thorn torn

they day thorn torn

tack shack day they

shack tack they day

lake rake me knee

rake lake me knee

base face bear bell

face base bell bear

face vase ache lake

vase face sack shack

vase base shack sack

base vase bee knee

lawn yawn cash catch

yawn lawn catch cash

knee me bug buck

me knee buck bug

rake wake sip zip

wake rake zip sip

rung young sauce saws

young rung saws sauce

sack shack fan fang

shack sack fang fan
sip zip rake wake
zip sip wake rake

thorn torn mouse mouth
torn thorn mouth mouse
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grouP 3

TARgET WORD ALTERnATE 
RESpOnSE 1

ALTERnATE 
RESpOnSE 2

ALTERnATE 
RESpOnSE 3

safe save dip sip

save safe sip dip

bug buck knee me

buck bug me knee

foam phone ache wake

phone foam wake ache

fan fang sauce saws

fang fan saws sauce

mouse mouth thorn torn

mouth mouse torn thorn

sauce saws rung young

saws sauce young rung

cash catch lawn yawn

catch cash yawn lawn

pat path cheese chief

path pat chief cheese

breathe breeze swim swing

breeze breathe swing swim

bathe bays foam phone

bays bathe phone foam

fuzz fudge breathe breeze

fudge fuzz breeze breathe

pays page fan fang

page pays fang fan

swim swing fuzz fudge

swing swim fudge fuzz
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grouP 4

TARgET WORD ALTERnATE 
RESpOnSE 1

ALTERnATE 
RESpOnSE 2

ALTERnATE 
RESpOnSE 3

dip sip chip zip

sip dip chip zip

ache wake lake rake

wake ache lake rake

lake wake rake ache

wake lake rake ache

chip dip sip zip

dip chip sip zip

chip sip zip dip

sip chip zip dip

pack shack tack sack

shack pack tack sack

pack tack shack sack

tack pack shack sack

cheese chief cheek cheer

chief cheese cheek cheer

peas peach piece peel

peach peas piece peel
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grouP 5

TARgET WORD ALTERnATE 
RESpOnSE 1

ALTERnATE 
RESpOnSE 2

ALTERnATE 
RESpOnSE 3

tack shack pack sack

shack tack pack sack

two shoe Sue zoo

shoe two zoo Sue

day they J hay

they day J hay

doze those toes hose

those doze toes hose

lake rake wake ache

rake lake wake ache

vase base face chase

base vase face chase

base face vase chase

face base vase chase

face vase base chase

vase face base chase

lawn yawn dawn fawn

yawn lawn dawn fawn

knee me bee D

me knee bee D

rake wake lake ache

wake rake lake ache

rung young sung tongue

young rung sung tongue

sack shack pack tack

shack sack pack tack

sip zip dip chip

zip sip dip chip
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Sue zoo shoe two

zoo Sue shoe two

thorn torn corn horn

torn thorn corn horn

grouP 6

TARgET WORD ALTERnATE 
RESpOnSE 1

ALTERnATE 
RESpOnSE 2

ALTERnATE 
RESpOnSE 3

safe save sail sage

save safe sail sage

tack tag tap tan

tag tack tap tan

bug buck bud bus

buck bug bud bus

comb cone coat core

cone comb coat core

sum sun sung sub

sun sum sung sub

foam phone foal four

phone foam foal four

lime line light lion

line lime light lion

long lawn log lock

lawn long log lock

wing win wig wink

win wing wig wink

sung sun sum sub

sun sung sum sub

rung run rub rug

run rung rub rug

tongue ton tub touch

ton tongue tub touch
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bass bath bat back

bath bass bat back

piece peas peach peel

peas piece peach peel

sauce saws sock sob

saws sauce sock sob

cash catch cat cast

catch cash cat cast

wash watch wasp waffle

watch wash wasp waffle

toot tooth tube tool

tooth toot tube tool

pat path pack pad

path pat pack pad

bathe bays base bear

bays bathe bear base

pays page pail pear

page pays pail pear
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SEmAnTiC TASk
math vocaBuLary: numBer sense

TARgET WORD ALTERnATE 
RESpOnSE 1

ALTERnATE 
RESpOnSE 2

ALTERnATE 
RESpOnSE 3

penny nickel dime quarter

nickel penny dime quarter

dime penny nickel quarter

quarter penny nickel dime

zero ten one hundred one thousand

one zero ten one hundred

ten one one hundred one thousand

one hundred zero one ten

one thousand one ten one hundred

more less most least

less more most least

most more less least

least more less most

dozen single half pair

single dozen half pair

half dozen single pair

pair dozen single half
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math vocaBuLary: arithmetic and geometry

TARgET WORD ALTERnATE 
RESpOnSE 1

ALTERnATE 
RESpOnSE 2

ALTERnATE 
RESpOnSE 3

numbers plus minus equal

plus numbers minus equal

minus numbers plus equal

equal numbers plus minus

add subtract count measure

subtract add count measure

count add subtract measure

measure add subtract count

circle square rectangle triangle

square circle rectangle triangle

rectangle circle square triangle

triangle circle square rectangle

cone cube sphere pyramid

cube cone sphere pyramid

sphere cone cube pyramid

pyramid cone cube sphere

length width height distance

width length height distance

height length width distance

distance length width height
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science vocaBuLary: LiFe sciences

TARgET WORD ALTERnATE 
RESpOnSE 1

ALTERnATE 
RESpOnSE 2

ALTERnATE 
RESpOnSE 3

leaf flower seed root

flower leaf seed root

seed leaf flower root

root leaf flower seed

ear eye nose mouth

eye ear nose mouth

nose ear eye mouth

mouth ear eye nose

arm leg hand foot

leg arm hand foot

hand arm leg foot

foot arm leg hand

wing beak claw tail

beak wing claw tail

claw wing beak tail

tail wing beak claw

skin fur feathers scales

fur skin feathers scales

feathers skin fur scales

scales skin fur feathers
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science vocaBuLary: earth sciences

TARgET WORD ALTERnATE 
RESpOnSE 1

ALTERnATE 
RESpOnSE 2

ALTERnATE 
RESpOnSE 3

cloud dew fog rainfall

dew cloud fog rainfall

fog cloud dew rainfall

rainfall cloud dew fog

earth moon space star

moon earth space star

space earth moon star

star earth moon space

desert iceberg valley mountain

iceberg desert valley mountain

valley desert iceberg mountain

mountain desert iceberg valley

Assessing Student Progress

Refer to Scientific Learning rogress Tracker reports and the Success Viewer in the Overview section 
of this manual for guidance on how to assess a student’s performance.

SCiEnTiFiC LEARning pROgRESS TRACkER
Access individual student reports by clicking on either the product name in an Overview Report or 
the student name in a Condensed Report. Sample reports are shown in the Overview section of this 
manual. Additional information is available online at www.scientificlearning.com/support. 

SUCCESS viEWER
At the end of each session, the product calculates the results for each student and displays those 
results in the Success Viewer. Explain to the student that he or she can see an immediate review of his 
or her performance. The sc een for Whalien Match displays boxes for the completed content and the 
current content in the exercise. Take a few minutes to explain to students the meaning of the graph in 
the screen.
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Motivation and Intervention

mOTivATiOn
To achieve learning success with the product, it is important for each student to complete each exer-
cise. To encourage students to keep working on the exercise until it is complete, try this activity where 
students trade Robo-Dog dog bones for a small gift from a “treasure chest.”

Create a #10 envelope for each student. On the outside of the envelope, write the student’s name and 
paste the cut out of Robo-Dog. Then print out a sheet of dog bones (draw them on a master sheet
and copy them onto neon-colored paper to capture student interest). Explain to students that they 
are to write their name and the date on a dog bone each day they work on the exercise. Then they a e 
to put the dog bone in their envelope and place the envelope in a Robo-Dog storage box (a shoe box 
covered with dog bones and pictures of Robo-Dog) on the teacher’s desk. They a e to do this each 
day until they complete the exercise. When they have completed the exercise, they can trade the dog 
bones for a small gift from a “treasure chest.”

inTERvEnTiOn
Timely intervention on the part of the teacher or coach can make the diffe ence in a student success-
fully completing the exercise. Use the Scientific Learning rogress Tracker reports and conversations 
with students to determine where difficulties exist. The efer to the Demo Day Tips (www.scientifi-
clearning.com/support) and the intervention activities listed in Scientific Learning rogress Tracker 
and in this teacher’s manual to determine the appropriate activity to use to help students move 
forward. 

demo day tiP For roBo-dog
If a student needs assistance with the vocabulary, go over the following Demo Day Tip for Robo-Dog. 
Repeat the following instructions with the student until the student can work independently:

1. Tell the student, “In this exercise you can click the Help (?) button next to g oldie to  
activate help.”

2. Then, as ou demonstrate, tell the student, “A question mark inside the planet indicates that Help 
is on. When Help is on, the exercise pronounces the word for each picture and briefly displays the
picture on the screen before each trial is presented.”

3. In this way, students can review the vocabulary before the actual trial starts. 

Note: Help remains on until the student turns it off y clicking the Help button again, or until the 
student completes all of the trials in the current content group.
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Some students, who need to hear the Robo-Dog words pronounced again, may be hesitant to use the 
Help Mode function in Robo-Dog. Check to confirm that each student understands why and h w to 
use the Help Mode.

robo-DoG 
how To use The  

helP MoDe
SkiLL ADDRESSED: Effective use of the Help Mode in Robo-Dog

gRADE LEvEL: Elementary

TypE OF ACTiviTy: Individual, small group

mATERiALS:  Computer screen, Robo-Dog exercise, keyboard

ACTiviTy: 

1. If students seem to struggle with the effective use of the Help Mode, take time to explain why 
students can use the Help Mode. Then demonstrate slowly how to use the Help Mode. 

2. Students can click the Help button to activate help mode. In this mode, the word for each 
picture is pronounced before students select the picture that matches the target word. Help 
remains active until students turn Help off by clicking the Help button again, or until students 
complete all of the trials in the current group

3. Ask students to repeat back why they would use the Help Mode. Then ask students to 
demonstrate how they would use the Help Mode. 

SAmpLE inTERvEnTiOn ACTiviTy
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goaL
>  Improve listening accuracy, English language conventions, and 

vocabulary.

skiLLs
 LAngUAgE AnD READing
 >  English language conventions – understanding the relation-

ship between words, grammar, and meaning is improved as 
students work with over 200 sentences that include simple, 
familiar vocabulary. 

 >  Listening accuracy – ability to rapidly and accurately  
identify and understand rapid, successive changes in sound.

 COgniTivE
 >  Memory – ability to hold a statement or question in working 

memory while retrieving picture/concept associations from 
long-term memory and identifying the best match or answer.

 >  Attention – ability to sustain focus.
 >  Processing – ability to process aurally presented sentences 

for comprehension (auditory and linguistic skill building).
 >  Sequencing – ability to use word order to comprehend 

simple and complex sentences.

task
>  Click the yellow planet on the Ele-Bot to hear a sentence 

pronounced. View two to four pictures that are displayed on the 
screen. Then click the picture that most accurately represents 
the sentence.

eLe-Bot 
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Understanding the Science in Ele-Bot

Ele-Bot first p esents sentences in which the speech sounds have been digitally altered using patented 
methods (including selective intensity increases and duration extensions) to provide enhanced learn-
ing opportunities. Initially, the consonant sounds in each word have been lengthened and enhanced 
relative to the vowel sound. For example, the word cat is initially presented with acoustically modified
versions of the /k/ and /t/ sounds.

As students progress through the exercise, Ele-Bot decreases this processing, and eventually presents 
the sentences using natural speech. The five processing level markers (stars) at the top of the screen 
represent the diffe ent speech processing levels in Ele-Bot. While students work in a level, the cor-
responding marker lights up. When students complete a level, bonus points are awarded and the next 
marker lights up.

When all fi e markers light up, students are working in the highest level.

Learning standards addressed in eLe-Bot
> Understand the relationships between words, grammar, and meaning
> Develop ability to focus on tasks
> Develop auditory and linguistic processing abilities

How Students Work in Ele-Bot

Students click the yellow planet on the Ele-Bot to hear a sentence pronounced. Two to four pictures 
are displayed on the screen. Students must click the picture that most accurately represents the sen-
tence. Points are awarded for each correct answer.

Note: An alternate auditory introduction that explains how to work on the exercise in Spanish can 
be selected. Refer to “Customizing the Products for Participants” on page 58 of the booklet entitled 
How to Use Scientific Learning g ateway.

keyBoard shortcuts
bUTTOn kEybOARD SHORTCUT

Planet (start) Down arrow or space bar
Pictures (responses, top left to 
bottom right)

Number keys 1 through 4
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How Students Progress through Ele-Bot

In Ele-Bot, students progress through the 5 levels of the exercise. In the early levels, the exercise 
presents sentences in which the speech sounds have been digitally altered using patented methods 
(including selective intensity increases and duration extensions) to provide enhanced learning oppor-
tunities. As students progress through the levels, Ele-Bot decreases this processing, and eventually, in 
level 5, presents the sentences using natural speech.

Within each level, the exercise presents 217 language comprehension trials. The 38 grammatical
structures cover a range of difficulty om early developing structures (e.g., simple negation: “The b y 
is not riding.”) to later developing structures (e.g., object relatives with relativized objects: “The cl wn 
is pulling the girl who the boy is pushing.”)

Within each language structure, 3 to 7 sentences are presented. The language st uctures are catego-
rized by grammar level and are blocked within a total of 4 rounds across the speech processing level, 
to present a balanced mix of easier and harder language structures. These grammar le els should not 
be confused with speech processing level; they refer to the typical age of acquisition for the language 
structures. Th ee of the most challenging structures are presented twice with each level, first in trials
with a two-choice format, and later in trials with a 4-choice format.
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When the exercise is complete, if the exercise remains open, students repeat the content at the  
highest level.

How Students Advance in Ele-Bot

In Ele-Bot, the following criteria must be met to advance to the next level:

> Students must answer 90% of the trials from grammar levels 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 correctly (a mini-
mum of 141 out of 156 trials).

> Trials from grammar levels 7 and 8 are not counted toward advancement and are presented as 
additional practice only.

If students fail to meet the advancement criteria for level, the level is repeated. The students will not
advance to the next level until criteria has been met for the current level.

mASTERy
Students continue to work on the exercise until the skills in the exercise are mastered. If Ele-Bot is 
revisited, students continue to repeat the content at the highest level.

Rewarding Progress in Ele-Bot

The lightbulbs on the le-Bot’s head represent the consecutive-correct counter. The lightbulbs light
up to indicate the number of consecutive-correct responses. When students answer three consecutive 
trials correctly, a peanut appears in the bag on the left and the counter resets.

When students answer three consecutive trials correctly three times, the Ele-Bot gets to eat the pea-
nuts, and the empty bag moves to the right side of the screen.

When students accumulate four empty peanut bags, the golden peanut bag appears. This bag fill
with gold peanuts instead of regular peanuts. Bonus points are awarded when the golden peanut bag 
is filled and students earn a special gold peanut, which is displa ed in the upper left corner of the 
screen. As students continue to perform well in a session, more gold peanuts accumulate.

The pe cent complete markers on the left indicate the percentage of completed content in the exer-
cise. Each marker represents 10% of the exercise. When all of the markers light up, the exercise is 
complete.
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pOinTS AWARDED in ELE-bOT
Ele-Bot awards points to students based on the following conditions:

> Correct answers: Students earn 2 points for each correct trial.
> Bonus points
	 •	 	After	every	3	consecutive	correct	responses	3	times	(when	a	peanut	bag	is	filled) 	students	earn	

10 bonus points.
	 •	 	After	3	consecutive	correct	responses	15	times	(when	a	gold	peanut	bag	is	filled) 	students	earn	

10 bonus points.
	 •	 	When	a	processing	level	is	completed,	30	points	are	awarded.

Ele-Bot Content

Ele-Bot presents 5 speech processing levels with each level containing 41 diffe ent grammar 
structures.

SpEECH pROCESSing LEvELS: Each of the levels presents the trials at diffe ent speech processing 
levels: (1) extending the speech in time, and (2) emphasizing of the fast elements in speech, making 
them louder.

gRAmmAR STRUCTURES: Each grammar structure consists of 3-7 sentences, with 3 of the grammar 
structures presented twice. (These grammar le els refer to the typical acquisition age for the gram-
matical structures at this level.)

Speech 
Processing 

Levels

Rounds 
Per Level

Grammar 
Structures

Grammar 
Levels

Trials 
Per 

Level

Trials Per 
Level

Total
Ele-Bot 

Trials

5 4 41 8 3-7 217 1085

ROUnDS: Each level consists of 4 rounds presented sequentially.

ROUnD STRUCTURES pER 
ROUnD

TRiALS pER ROUnD

1 3 11

2 14 68

3 14 74

4 14 62
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gRAmmAR STRUCTURES AnD LEvELS: g rammar structures are categorized by a specific gra -
mar level (2-8). Levels 2-4 are lower difficul , levels 5-8 are higher difficul . g rammar structures are 
grouped by rounds. (Note: Trials in g rammar levels 7 and 8 are not counted towards progression.)

gRAmmAR 
LEvEL

gRAmmAR STRUCTURE SAmpLE SEnTEnCE

2

Attributive/Stative The cup is broken.

Simple Negation The boy is not riding.

object	Pronouns:	him	&	her Which is “her?”

Possession The dog has spots.

Lexicon Description Which is “dark?”

Lexicon Action Words Which is “wash?”

gRAmmAR 
LEvEL

gRAmmAR STRUCTURE SAmpLE SEnTEnCE

3

Noun Singular Marked by 
Inflection	only

Choose the picture of the cup.

Quantifiers:	none Look at these trees with apples. 
Which tree has none?

Subject Relativization The boy who is mad is pulling the 
girl.

Active	Voice	Word	order The boy is pulling the girl.

Comparative with More Which one is more hairy?

Reduced Subject Relative Clauses The boy frowning is pulling the girl.

Complex Negation The clown who is not on the box is 
little.

noun	Plural	Marked	by	Inflection	
only

Choose the picture of the whales.

Comparative with -er Which one is happier?

Conjoined Clause The boy is pushing the girl, and the 
girl is frowning.
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gRAmmAR 
LEvEL

gRAmmAR STRUCTURE SAmpLE SEnTEnCE

4

noun	Plural	Marked	by	Quantifier	
+	Inflection

Choose the picture of some socks.

Passive	Voice	order	Word	order The boy is being pushed by the 
girl.

Wh-	object	Questioning What is the cat chasing? (the 
mouse)

Quantifiers:	Some Look at these wagons with deer. 
Which wagon has some?

Verb Singular: -s the	fish	swims.

Tense and Aspect: -ing The girl is opening the present.

Noun Singular Marked by 
Quantifier	+	Inflection

Choose the picture of a tree.

Aux- Be Singular the	fish	is	swimming.

gRAmmAR 
LEvEL

gRAmmAR STRUCTURE SAmpLE SEnTEnCE

5

Case Marking Prepositions: For The groceries are being carried for 
Mom.

Tense and Aspect: -ed The girl painted a picture.

Aux – Be Plural The deer are eating.

Third Person Subject Pronouns They are sitting.

gRAmmAR 
LEvEL

gRAmmAR STRUCTURE SAmpLE SEnTEnCE

6

Tense and Aspect: will The girl will open the present.

Possessive Morpheme: ‘s Choose the baby bear.

Case Marking Prepositions: With The breakfast is being made with 
mom.

Double Embedding The clown who is chasing the girl 
who is little is big.

Relativized Subject Ending in 
N-V-N

The girl who is pushing the boy is 
happy.
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gRAmmAR 
LEvEL

gRAmmAR STRUCTURE SAmpLE SEnTEnCE

7

object	Relativization The girl is chasing the clown who 
is big.

Reduced Subject Relative Clauses 
Ending in N-V-N

The girl pushing the boy is smiling.

Who vs. What What is in the wagon?

gRAmmAR 
LEvEL

gRAmmAR STRUCTURE SAmpLE SEnTEnCE

8

Verb Plural The deer eat.

Relative Pronouns w/Double 
Function

The girl who the boy is pushing is 
happy.

object	Relatives	w/Relativized	
objects

The girl is pulling the boy who the 
clown is pushing.

Clefting It’s the clown that the girl chases.

Negative-Passive The cat is not being chased by the 
dog.

Assessing Student Progress

Refer to Scientific Learning rogress Tracker reports and the Success Viewer in the Overview section 
of this manual for guidance on how to assess a student’s performance.

SCiEnTiFiC LEARning pROgRESS TRACkER
Access individual student reports by clicking on either the product name in an Overview Report or 
the student name in a Condensed Report. Sample reports are shown in the Overview section of this 
manual. Additional information is available online at www.scientificlearning.com/support. 

SUCCESS viEWER
At the end of each session, the product calculates the results for each student and displays those 
results in the Success Viewer. Explain to the student that he or she can see an immediate review of his 
or her performance. The sc een for Ele-Bot displays horizontal bar graphs for each story. Take a few 
minutes to explain to students the meaning of the graph in the screen.
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Motivation and Intervention

mOTivATiOn
To keep students motivated to complete the Ele-Bot exercise, plan a small completion certificate
celebration for the last day of Fast ForWord class. Ask parents to bring healthy refreshments to share 
with the class. Hand out a certificate for each student who wo ked in Ele-Bot. For those students who 
completed Ele-Bot, award a special prize.

inTERvEnTiOn
Timely intervention on the part of the teacher or coach can make the diffe ence in a student success-
fully completing the exercise. Use the Scientific Learning rogress Tracker reports and conversations 
with students to determine where difficulties exist. The efer to the Demo Day Tips (www.scientifi-
clearning.com/support) and the intervention activities listed in Scientific Learning rogress Tracker 
and in this teacher’s manual to determine the appropriate activity to use to help students move 
forward. 

demo day tiP For eLe-Bot
If a student struggles with understanding how to work on the exercise, go back to the Demo Day Tip 
for Ele-Bot that was used to introduce students to the exercise. Repeat the following instructions with 
the student until the student can work independently:

1. Tell the student, “In this exercise you will click the yellow planet on Ella the Electro-bot to hear a 
sentence pronounced.”

2. Then, as ou demonstrate, tell the student, “Two to four pictures are displayed on the screen. You 
must click the picture that most accurately represents the sentence.”

3. Then emind the student that points are awarded for each correct answer.
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For those students who have difficulty listening to a sentence and then picking a pict e that repre-
sents the sentence, try this intervention activity to practice the steps the students will use in working 
in the Ele-Bot exercise.

ele-boT 

PIcTures anD 
senTences

SkiLL ADDRESSED: Listen to a sentence and pick a picture that best represents the sentence.

gRADE LEvEL: Elementary

TypE OF ACTiviTy: Individual

mATERiALS: 4 Picture Cards:  
(1)	one	picture	showing	students	getting	onto	a	school	bus; 
(2)	one	picture	showing	students	getting	off	a	school	bus;	 
(3)	one	picture	showing	a	sunny	day;	 
(4)	one	picture	showing	a	rainy	day

ACTiviTy: 

1. Explain that in the Ele-Bot exercise, the student looks at four pictures and listens to a sentence 
that talks about one of those pictures. The student then selects the picture that best explains the 
sentence. 

2. Ask the student to place the four cards face up on the desk. Talk about what the pictures show. 

3. Next, explain to the student that you will read a sentence about one of the pictures. The 
student will listen to the sentence and then choose the picture that best represents the sentence. 

4. The student will pick up the picture and turn it over so only a blank card is showing. 

5. Repeat these steps again for a second sentence and picture, then again for the third and fourth 
pictures. When all the picture cards are turned over, ask the student to talk about what the two 
of you just did. 

6. Review again the steps to follow in working the Ele-Bot exercise. If the student appears 
uncertain,	sit	at	the	computer	with	the	student,	and	work	with	the	student	on	the	first	set	of	
pictures and sentences to reinforce the directions.

SAmpLE inTERvEnTiOn ACTiviTy 
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commAnDeR
goaL
> Improve listening accuracy and the ability to follow directions.

skiLLs
 LAngUAgE AnD READing
  >  Following directions – ability to attend to, understand, and follow 

increasingly complex directions is improved through structured 
practice with modeling and feedback.

 >  Listening accuracy – ability to rapidly and accurately identify and 
understand rapid successive changes in sound.

 >  English language conventions – ability to understand the  
relationship between words, grammar, and meaning.

 COgniTivE
  >  Memory—ability to hold verbal instructions in working  

memory while retrieving picture/concept associations from  
long-term memory.

  >  Attention—ability to remain focused and sustain attention.
  >  Processing—ability to process aurally presented sentences for 

meaning (auditory and linguistic skill building).
  >  Sequencing—ability to use word order to comprehend simple and 

complex statements and instructions and organizing a response 
that follows the specified sequence of actions.

task
>  Listen to and follow multi-step instructions.

SpAce
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Understanding the Science in  
Space Commander

Space Commander first p esents instructions in which the speech sounds have been digitally altered 
using patented methods (including selective intensity increases and duration extensions) to provide 
enhanced learning opportunities. Initially, the consonant sounds in each word have been lengthened 
and enhanced relative to the vowel sound. For example, the word “bed” is initially presented with 
acoustically modified ersions of the /b/ and /d/ sounds.

As students progress through the exercise, Space Commander decreases this processing, and eventu-
ally presents the instructions using natural speech. The five processing level markers (stars) above the 
control tower represent the diffe ent speech processing levels in Space Commander. While students 
work in a level, the corresponding marker lights up. When the students complete a level, bonus 
points are awarded and the next marker lights up. When all fi e markers light up, students are work-
ing in the highest level.

Learning standards addressed in sPace commander
> Develop the ability to listen accurately
> Listen to and follow increasingly complex directions
> Build auditory and linguistic processing skills
> Build sequencing skills

How Students Work in Space Commander

Students click on the yellow planet on the control tower to hear the flight commander p esent an 
instruction and illuminate the shapes on the flight deck. tudents must then follow that instruction. 
To touch a shape, students must click it. To move a shape, students must click and hold the mouse, 
drag the shape to the new location, then release the mouse button. Points are awarded for each  
correct answer.

Note: An alternate auditory introduction that explains how to work on the exercise in Spanish can 
be selected. Refer to “Customizing the Products for Participants” on page 58 of the booklet entitled 
How to Use Scientific Learning g ateway.

keyBoard shortcuts
bUTTOn kEybOARD SHORTCUT

Planet (start) Down arrow or space bar 
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How Students Progress through  
Space Commander

In Space Commander, students progress through the 5 levels of the exercise.* In the early levels, 
the exercise presents commands in which the speech sounds have been digitally altered using pat-
ented methods (including selective intensity increases and duration extensions) to provide enhanced 
learning opportunities. As students progress through the levels, Space Commander decreases this 
processing, and eventually, in level 5, presents the commands using natural speech.

Within each level, students progress through a total of 60 commands from 5 diffe ent instruction 
groups, as follows:

gROUp 1: Touch one object with 2 properties (for example, “Touch the green circle.”).

gROUp 2: Touch one object with 3 properties (for example, “Touch the little green circle.”).

gROUp 3: Touch 2 objects with 2 properties (for example, “Touch the white circle and the blue 
square.”).

gROUp 4: Touch 2 objects with 3 properties (for example, “Touch the little white circle and the big 
blue square.”).

gROUp 5: Manipulate objects based on grammar involving time and space (for example, “Put the 
white square beside the blue circle.”).

Commands are presented in sequence such that commands from the same group are not presented 
consecutively. When an exercise is completed, if the exercise remains open, students repeat the con-
tent at the highest level.

*Space Commander starts with a preparatory stage that demonstrates the sizes, shapes, and colors described 
in the instructions. When students show proficiency in this task, the preparatory stage automatically ends 
and the exercise begins. Also, each new session begins with 10 warm-up trials, to help prepare students for 
that session.

How Students Advance in Space Commander

In Space Commander, the following criteria must be met to advance to the next level:

> For levels 1 through 3, students must answer 90% of the trials from groups 1, 2, and 3 correctly.
> For levels 4 and 5, students must answer 90% of the trials from ALL groups correctly.

If students fail to meet the advancement criteria for a level, the level is repeated. Students will not 
advance to the next level until criteria has been met for the current level.
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mASTERy
Students continue to work on the exercise until the skills in the exercise are mastered. If Space 
Commander is revisited, students continue to repeat the content at the highest level.

Rewarding Progress in Space Commander

The flight commander counts the number of consecut e correct responses on her fingers

Additionally, the signal officer behind the flight deck raises his signal fla When students answer 
three consecutive trials correctly, the signal officer d ects the little pilot bird to fly the block into the
globe, and the counter resets. As students continue to perform well in a session, more and more birds 
accumulate in the globe. 

The pe cent complete markers on the left indicate the percentage of completed content in the  
exercise. Each marker represents 10% of the exercise. When all of the markers light up, the exercise  
is complete.

pOinTS AWARDED in SpACE COmmAnDER
Space Commander awards points to students based on the following conditions:

> Correct answers: Students earn 2 points for each correct trial.
> Bonus points
	 •	 20	points	are	awarded	after	9	correct	trials.
	 •	 30	points	are	awarded	when	a	level	is	passed.
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Space Commander Content

Space Commander presents 5 levels. Within each level, students progress through a total of 60 com-
mands from 5 diffe ent instruction groups.

instruction grouPs
Group 1: color & Shape
	 •	Row	1	-	Large	Squares:	blue,	green,	yellow,	White,	Red
	 •	Row	2	-	Large	circles:	White,	green,	Red,	blue,	yellow
instructions
 Touch the green circle.
 Touch the yellow square.
 Touch the blue square.
 Touch the white circle.
 Touch the red circle.
 Touch the blue circle.
 Touch the green square.
 Touch the yellow circle.
 Touch the red square.
 Touch the white square.
Group 2: Size, color, Shape
	 •	Row	1	–	Large	Squares:	blue,	green,	yellow,	White,	Red
	 •	Row	2	–	Small	Squares:	yellow,	Red,	blue,	green,	White
	 •	Row	3	–	Large	circles:	White,	green,	Red,	blue,	yellow
	 •	Row	4	–	Small	circles:	green,	Red,	blue,	White,	yellow
instructions
 Touch the little green circle.

 Touch the big red circle.
 Touch the big white circle.
 Touch the big red square.
 Touch the little yellow circle.
 Touch the big green circle.
 Touch the big green square.
 Touch the little white circle.
 Touch the little blue square.
 Touch the big red square.
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Group 3: color & Shape
	 •	Row	1	–	Large	Squares:	blue,	green,	yellow,	White,	Red
	 •	Row	2	–	Large	circles:	White,	green,	Red,	blue,	yellow
instructions
 Touch the white circle and the blue square.
 Touch the blue square and the red circle.
 Touch the red square and the green square.
 Touch the green square and the blue square.
 Touch the yellow circle and the red circle.
 Touch the blue square and the yellow square.
 Touch the red square and the yellow circle.
 Touch the white square and the red circle.
 Touch the green circle and the green square.
 Touch the blue square and the yellow circle.
Group 4: Size, color & Shape
	 •	Row	1	–	Large	Squares:	blue,	green,	yellow,	White,	Red
	 •	Row	2	–	Small	Squares:	yellow,	Red,	blue,	green,	White
	 •	Row	3	–	Large	circles:	White,	green,	Red,	blue,	yellow
	 •	Row	4	–	Small	circles:	green,	Red,	blue,	White,	yellow
instructions
 Touch the little green circle and the big yellow square.
 Touch the little red square and the little yellow circle.
 Touch the big green square and the big blue circle.
 Touch the big red square and the big blue square.
 Touch the little red square and the little green circle.
 Touch the little white circle and the little blue circle.
 Touch the big red square and the big white square.
 Touch the big green circle and the big red circle.
 Touch the little blue square and the little white circle.
 Touch the little yellow square and the big blue square.
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Group 5: color & Shape
	 •	Row	1	–	Large	Squares:	blue,	green,	yellow,	White,	Red
	 •	Row	2	–	Large	circles:	White,	green,	Red,	blue,	yellow

instructions
 Put the white square beside the red circle.
 Put the blue circle on the red square.
 Put the blue circle between the yellow square and the white square.
 Put the green square between the red circle and the blue circle.
 Except for the blue one, touch the circles.
 Cover the green circle with the blue square.
	 First,	touch	the	blue	square;	then	touch	the	white	circle.
	 touch	the	red	circle	-	no!	the	green	square.
 Cover - with the green circle - the blue square.
 Instead of the yellow square, touch the white circle.
 First, touch the yellow square, then, touch the blue circle.
 Touch the green circle and the blue square.
 Along with the yellow circle, touch the green circle.
 Touch the green circle and the blue square.
 After touching the yellow square, touch the blue circle.
 Put the white square away from the yellow square.
 Put the red circle beside the yellow square.
 Put the yellow square on the red square.
 Before touching the white circle, touch the blue square.
 Touch the squares, except the yellow one.

Assessing Student Progress

Refer to Scientific Learning rogress Tracker reports and the Success Viewer in the Overview section 
of this manual for guidance on how to assess a student’s performance.

SCiEnTiFiC LEARning pROgRESS TRACkER
Access individual student reports by clicking on either the product name in an Overview Report or 
the student name in a Condensed Report. Sample reports are shown in the Overview section of this 
manual. Additional information is available online at www.scientificlearning.com/support. 
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SUCCESS viEWER
At the end of each session, the product calculates the results for each student and displays those 
results in the Success Viewer. Explain to the student that he or she can see an immediate review of his 
or her performance. The sc een for Space Commander displays horizontal bar graphs for each story. 
Take a few minutes to explain to students the meaning of the graph in the screen.

Motivation and Intervention

mOTivATiOn
Often, students who struggle with language skills shy away from being a leader in the classroom. 
Using the following activity can encourage students to build leadership confidence and at the same
time practice their language skills. Begin the use of this direction-giving activity by asking for volun-
teers. As students see others experiencing success in giving directions each day, they may grow to the 
point of volunteering for the leader role. This activity can be a warm-up” session prior to working on 
the Space Commander exercise. For each volunteer, give them a small reward for volunteering.

 

SkiLL ADDRESSED:  
(This activity is a version  
of “Simon Says.”)

gRADE LEvEL: 
Elementary

TypE OF ACTiviTy: 
Individual, Small Group

mATERiALS: yellow paper squares, blue paper circles, and red paper triangles

ACTiviTy: 

1. At the beginning of the class, place a yellow square, a blue circle, and a red triangle at each 
computer station.  
2. Explain to students that each day you will ask for a volunteer to start the Space Commander 
practice session.  
3.	once	students	are	in	their	seats	and	ready	to	start	the	exercise,	ask	for	a	volunteer	to	stand	in	
front of the group.  
4. Demonstrate following these directions: “Touch the red triangle. Touch the yellow square. 
Touch the blue circle. Put the shapes on top of your computer.” 
5. Ask the volunteer to demonstrate following the same set of directions.  
6. Vary the directions each day, making them more complicated as students master the process. 

samPLe motivation activity

sPace coMManDer 
Practicing Sound 

SweeP SPeed
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inTERvEnTiOn
Timely intervention on the part of the teacher or coach can make the diffe ence in a student success-
fully completing the exercise. Use the Scientific Learning rogress Tracker reports and conversations 
with students to determine where difficulties exist. The efer to the Demo Day Tips (www.scientifi-
clearning.com/support) and the intervention activities listed in Scientific Learning rogress Tracker 
and in this teacher’s manual to determine the appropriate activity to use to help students move forward. 

demo day tiP For sPace commander
If a student struggles with understanding how to work on the exercise, go back to the Demo Day 
Tip for Space Commander that was used to introduce students to the exercise. Repeat the following 
instructions with the student until the student can work independently:

1. Tell the student, “To work on Space Commander, you will click the yellow planet on the control 
tower to hear the flight commande , Admiral Bird, present an instruction and illuminate the 
shapes on the flight deck. You must then follow that instruction.”

2. Then, as ou demonstrate, tell the student, “To touch a shape, you must click it. To move a shape, 
you must click and hold the mouse, drag the shape to the new location, then release the mouse 
button.”

3. Finally, remind students that points are awarded for each correct answer, and bonus points are 
awarded after nine correct answers. Ask students to close their eyes to enhance listening.
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The e may be some students who have not mastered the skill of correctly identifying colors and 
shapes. This skill is critical to successful completion of the pace Commander exercise. Take time to 
identify those students who need extra practice in this skill with the following activity:

SpAce commAnDeR

sPace coMManDer 
what ShaPe? what color?
SkiLL ADDRESSED:	correct	identification	of	colors	and	shapes

gRADE LEvEL: Elementary

TypE OF ACTiviTy: Individual, Small Group

mATERiALS: Variety of shapes (rectangle, square, circle) that also are colored blue, red, yellow, 
green and white

ACTiviTy: 

1. Use a variety of shapes that are various colors. Students respond to using shapes they can
touch and hold in their hands. Using wooden or plastic blocks in these shapes and colors can be 
very helpful to these students. 

2. Work on an individual basis or with groups of 2 students.

3. Display the various shaped items. Discuss shapes and colors. Practice naming the correct
shapes and colors. 

4. Work with students to touch the “blue square.” Say the name of the shape and the color. Work
through	the	variety	of	shapes	and	colors	until	students	become	more	confident	in	identifying	the	
shapes and colors. 

5. Finally,	return	the	students	to	the	Space	commander	exercise	and	monitor	their	Scientific
Learning Progress Tracker reports to ensure that they understand shapes and colors.

samPLe intervention activity
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Activity Purpose Grade Level Use

Fast ForWord Language v2 
characters

The colorful pictures of the characters the students meet 
in the computer exercises can be used for bulletin board 
theme displays, story starter writing activities, covers for 
student-produced booklets, and classroom wall décor.

Elementary Reinforcement

Fast ForWord Language v2  
Word Lists

Whalien Match and Robo-Dog word lists can be used for pre-
teaching and supplemental practice, for integrated curriculum 
planning, and for creating extended activities.

Elementary preparation and 
Reinforcement

teacher-directed Activity  
Suggestions

These can be integrated into the classroom reading curriculum. 
They offer some ideas for direct instruction that can 
provide the students working on Fast ForWord exercises an 
opportunity to work with the rest of their classmates. These 
activities can function as scaffold to the exercises in the form 
of supplemental or extended learning experiences and can 
be adapted to English Language Learners, Special Education 
Students, and Struggling Readers.

preparation

3-Minute Activities Help students practice and reinforce auditory memory and 
sequencing skills presented by the Fast ForWord Language v2 
exercises. 

Elementary Reinforcement

Sound Patterns Create, listen to, identify, and remember sound patterns Elementary Preparation and 
reinforcement

Phoneme Contrasts Strengthen the ability to distinguish between syllables that 
differ by an individual phoneme

Elementary Reinforcement

Math and Science Scramble Build elementary and science vocabulary Elementary Preparation and 
reinforcement

Sample motivation ideas  
and Activities

Fast ForWord products require students to maintain consistent 
focus while working on the exercises. To encourage them, the 
motivation and reward ideas in this section can be very helpful. 
Additional motivation strategies and activities are available at 
www.scientificlearning.com/support.

Elementary preparation and  
reinforcement

Sample Motivation Activities Nine motivation suggestions can be adapted to all the Fast 
ForWord Language v2 exercises. Additional activities can be 
located	at	www.scientificlearning.com/support.

Elementary Preparation and 
reinforcement

Motivation Bulletin Boards Colorful, thematic bulletin board suggestions provide a focus 
for motivation and reward activities for students.

Elementary Preparation and 
reinforcement

Teacher Resource CD — Activities List
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Activity Purpose Grade Level Use

interventions:  
Fast ForWord Language v2 
Activities for english Language 
Learners

These activities are most helpful to students who are not 
proficient	in	speaking	or	reading	English	introductions	or	
commands of the Fast ForWord Language v2 program. Many 
students	benefit	from	working	with	the	activities	prior	to	
working with the Fast ForWord Language v2 exercises. Some 
activities	are	designed	for	use	with	individual	students.	other	
activities can be used with several students at one time. 
often	a	small	group	of	students	can	practice	certain	tasks	
together after the initial instruction, or they can bring the 
tasks home to share with their families.

highly 
recommended 
to use prior to 
working on the 
Fast ForWord 
Language v2 
exercises.

Sky Gym – Introductory Activity Introduce vocabulary words and phrases used in Sky Gym Elementary Preparation

Hoop Nut Nerf Ball Strengthen the ability to make correct distinctions based on 
individual	phonemes;	identify	and	manipulate	speech	sounds	
quickly.

Elementary Preparation and 
reinforcement

Whalien Match – Treasure Chests build	grapheme/phoneme	associations;	associate	pictures	with	
meaning

Elementary Preparation

interventions:  
Fast ForWord Language v2 
Activities for Special education 
Students

These activities help students in special education 
environments meet learning standards by working with 
various learning strategies. Students with learning challenges 
need special help in developing cognitive skills, building 
phonological awareness, learning the alphabet, understanding 
the relationship of sound and letters, and developing an 
awareness of the printed language and writing system 
Modeling, demonstrating, breaking skills into small segments 
and consistent repetition for the students as they work with 
these exercises make their learning tasks more successful.

highly 
Recommended 
to use prior to 
working on the 
Fast ForWord 
Language v2 
exercises.

Robo-Dog – Picture Mat Listen to a target word and then select the correct picture from 
a	group	of	4	pictures	that	have	a	semantic	relationship;	arrange	
pictures on a mat to strengthen focusing abilities.

Elementary Preparation

Ele-bot – True or False Sentences Identify sentences that correctly describe pictures Elementary Preparation

Space Commander Identify correctly colors and shapes, follow directions Elementary Preparation
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Activity Purpose Grade Level Use

interventions: 
Fast ForWord Language v2 
Activities for Struggling Readers

Struggling	readers	benefit	from	the	pre-teaching	of	each	Fast	
ForWord exercise to ensure they understand the exercise 
process, the key words, and the purpose of the exercise. 
Monitoring carefully the students’ performance reports and 
observing their daily behaviors while on the exercise can alert 
the teacher to situations where timely teacher-led instruction 
is crucial

highly 
Recommended 
to use prior to 
working on the 
Fast ForWord 
Language v2 
exercises.

Whalien Match – Sound Relay Identify and categorize sounds and words Elementary Preparation

Space Commander – Speed 
bIngo

Identify shapes and colors, follow directions Elementary Preparation

Ele-Bot – Sentence Patterns Understand the relationship between words, grammar and 
meaning

Elementary Preparation

Sample Fast ForWord Language v2 
intervention Log

When	the	Success	Viewer,	Progress	tracker	flags	and	reports	
and/or informal observation of the student reveal that the 
student	is	struggling	with	a	specific	exercise	or	skill	within	
the exercise, this form can be used to track the intervention 
process.

utility

Sample Writing Activities Two samples of writing activities are provided for those 
teachers who wish to supplement and extend the Fast 
ForWord Language v2 skill instruction. These activities can be 
adapted to meet a variety of learning situations: (1) integrate 
writing experiences into the lab environment, (2) integrate 
Fast ForWord skill instruction into the classroom curriculum, 
(3) provide extended activities for students to take home to 
parents.

Reinforcement

Whalien Match – Pattern Books Use categorization to create initial consonant pattern books Elementary Reinforcement

Help Robo-Dog Finish His Math 
Sentences

Find a math word to complete the sentence Elementary Reinforcement
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Scientific Learning Product Support

WE CARE SUppORT
Our We Care Support Contract gives you access to all of the expertise and resources you need  
to get the best results from using Fast ForWord products in your school or district.

> Automatic Product Patches and Updates
> Technical Support: 888-358-0212 (US & Canada), 520-917-1200 (International),  

support@scilearn.com
> Instructional Support: 888-358-0212 (US & Canada), 520-917-1200 (International),  

instructionalsupport@scilearn.com
> Progress Tracker Support: 888-358-0212 (US & Canada), 520-917-1200 (International),  

instructionalsupport@scilearn.com
> Progress Monitoring 
> Customer Connect Website: www.scientificlearning.com/gat way/customerconnect
  > Quick Downloads
  > Motivation Charts
  > Knowledge Base
> Online Training via WebEx Sessions
> Discounted registration fee for the National Circle of Learning Conference

SCiEnTiFiC LEARning CUSTOmER COnnECT
We've mentioned the Scientific Learning ustomer Connect website several times. As you've  
learned, Customer Connect provides the most updated resources and information to support  
you as you provide Fast ForWord products.

try it! 
Visit the Scientific Learning ustomer Connect Website.

 1. Verify that your computer is connected to the internet.

 2. Open a web browser and visit the Scientific Learning ebsite: www.scientificlearning.com

 3. Click the Support button.

 4. At the login prompt, enter your Login Email and password.

 5.  After you enter Customer Connect, click on Quick Downloads and download a percent  
complete and/or points chart.
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A
AbOvE AvERAgE RAngE 
The range of sco es higher than one standard 
deviation above the mean.

ADApTiviTy 
With every mouse click, exercises in the Fast 
ForWord® product exercises adapt (or adjust) 
to the individual skill level of each student to 
ensure students are appropriately challenged.

ATTEnTiOn DEFiCiT DiSORDERS (ADD)  
A term frequently used to describe the academic 
and behavioral problems of children who have 
difficulty focusing and maintaining attention
Also called Attention Deficit yperactivity 
Disorders (ADHD). 

ATTEnTiOn 
The ability to focus on information and tasks
and ignore distractions.

AUDiTORy DiSCRiminATiOn 
The ability to detect diff ences in sounds; may 
be gross ability, such as detecting the diffe ences 
between the noises made by a cat and dog, or 
fine abilit , such as detecting the diffe ences 
made by the sounds of letters “m” and “n.” 

AUDiTORy FigURE-gROUnD  
The ability to attend to one sound against a
background of sound (e.g., hearing the teacher’s 
voice against classroom noise). 

AUDiTORy mEmORy 
The ability to etain information that has been 
presented orally; may be short-term memory, 
such as recalling information presented several 
seconds before, or long-term memory, such as 
recalling information presented more than a 
minute before; or sequential memory, such as 
recalling a series of information in proper order.

AvERAgE RAngE 
The range of sco es within one standard devia-
tion of the mean.

AxOn 
An extension of a neuron cell body that trans-
ports information away from the cell body, 
usually by an electrical impulse

B
bELOW AvERAgE RAngE  
The range of sco es lower than one standard 
deviation below the mean.

bRAin imAging TECHniqUES  
Recently developed, noninvasive techniques for 
studying the activity of living brains. Includes 
brain electrical activity mapping (BEAM), 
computerized axial tomography (CAT), and 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).

bRAin pLASTiCiTy 
The ability of the brain to change th ough expe-
rience or learning.

c
CEnTRAL AUDiTORy pROCESSing  
DiSORDER (CApD) 
A physical impairment inhibiting the ability to 
distinguish foreground and background noise.

CEREbRAL CORTEx 
The outer la er of the brain; controls thinking, 
feeling, and voluntary movement.

COgniTiOn 
The act or p ocess of knowing; the various think-
ing skills and processes are considered cognitive 
skills.

COgniTivE AbiLiTy 
Intellectual ability; thinking and reasoning skills.

Glossary
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COmpARiSOn gROUp 
A group that is exposed to all the conditions of 
a study except for the variable being tested; in 
Scientific Learning outcomes studies, the ariable 
being tested is the Fast ForWord product.

COmpREHEnSiOn 
The ability to deri e the message or meaning 
from text; the reason for reading.

D
DECODE 
To use the alphabetic principle (that each letter 
represents a speech sound) to sound out a  
word; decoding starts when the reader recovers 
the phonemes that the letters of a word “stand 
for” and then blends those phonemes in a  
recognizable word.

DEnDRiTE 
A branching extension from the neuron cell body 
that receives information from other neurons.

DiSCRiminATiOn 
Process of detecting diffe ences between and/or 
among stimuli.

DySLExiA 
A specific learning disability that is neu ological 
in origin; a language-based disorder character-
ized by difficulties with accurate and fluent d 
recognition and by poor spelling and decoding 
abilities, usually associated with insufficien  
phonological processing abilities.

e
ExpRESSivE LAngUAgE 
Communication through writing, speaking, and/
or gesture.

F
FigURE-gROUnD DiSCRiminATiOn 
The ability to so t out important information 
from the surrounding environment. For exam-
ple, hearing a teacher’s voice while ignoring other 
classroom noises (air conditioners, heaters, etc.) 

or seeing a word among others on a crowded 
page. 

FLUEnCy 
The ability to ead a text accurately and quickly. 
Fluent readers can decode and recognize words 
automatically and understand their meaning at 
the same time.

FOUnDATiOnAL COgniTivE SkiLLS 
Memory, attention, processing, and sequencing 
skills targeted by the Fast ForWord products.

FREqUEnCy 
The rate at which something occurs or is
repeated. In the context of Fast ForWord 
products, frequency and intensity refer to 
the recommended protocol of daily participa-
tion and concentrated activity; in the context 
of Fast ForWord Language v2 and Language 
v2 Advanced, frequency refers to the starting 
frequency for each of the Frequency Modulated 
(FM) sweeps in sequence. The base f equen-
cies for the FM sweeps cover the most common 
frequencies found in speech: 500, 1000, and 
2000 Hz. 

G
gRApHEmE 
The smallest pa t of written language that rep-
resents a phoneme in the spelling of a word. A 
grapheme may be one letter, such as d, l, and p; 
or several letters, such as ch, sh, and th.

h
HEmiSpHERE 
Half of the brain, the right or left.

i
inTELLigEnCE qUOTiEnT (iq) 
The ratio bet een a person’s chronological age 
(measured in years) and mental age (as measured 
by an intelligence test), multiplied by 100.



inTEnSiTy 
In the context of Fast ForWord products, fre-
quency and intensity refer to the recommended 
protocol of daily participation and concentrated 
activity.

inTER STimULUS inTERvAL (iSi) STAgE 
Duration of the silence between each FM sweep 
in a sequence.

L
LAngUAgE AgE 
Language abilities typically associated (via stan-
dardized, normed tests) with the demonstrated 
level of ability at that chronological age.

LAngUAgE COmpREHEnSiOn 
The ability to understand communication f om 
others, such as speech, written text, gestures, or 
sign language.

LAngUAgE SkiLLS 
The ability to comp ehend receptive language 
and use expressive language to communicate. A 
student who has good spoken language skills will 
more easily master reading and writing skills.

LETTER-SOUnD CORRESpOnDEnCE 
The principle that each letter epresents a unit of 
sound (a phoneme).

m
mEAn 
The sum of all sco es divided by the number of 
scores, resulting in an average.

mEmORy 
The ability to sto e information and ideas, which 
is essential for word recognition, comprehension 
of complex sentences, and remembering instruc-
tions. Includes both temporary or “working” 
memory and long-term memory.

mEnTAL AgE 
The age for which a gi en score on a mental 
ability test is average or normal. The term is most
appropriately used at the early age levels where 
mental growth is rapid.

mORpHOLOgiCAL AWAREnESS 
The ability to understand and cor ectly use the 
base words, small words, letters, and letter com-
binations that modify the meaning of a word 
(e.g., re/view) or its part of speech (e.g., sad/
ness).

n
n 
The number of individuals assessed in an ou -
comes study.

nEUROn 
The cellular unit of the central and peripheral
nervous systems.

nEUROSCiEnCE 
Study of the brain and its functions, especially 
their relation to behavior and learning.

nEUROTRAnSmiTTER 
A chemical released by neurons to relay informa-
tion to other cells.

nORmS 
Statistics that provide a frame of reference by 
which meaning may be given to test scores. 
Norms are based upon the actual performance 
of students of various grades or ages in the 
standardization group for the test. Because they 
represent average or typical performance, they 
should not be regarded as standards or univer-
sally desirable levels of attainment.

nUmbER OF SEqUEnCE ELEmEnTS 
Number of FM sweeps in a sequence.

o
ORAL LAngUAgE  
Those erbal communication skills needed to 
understand (listen) and to use (speak) language.

p
p 
The p obability of getting the observed results by 
chance. 
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pHOnEmES 
The smallest units of sound in spoken language
that make a diffe ence in the meaning of words. 
When added together, phonemes create syllables, 
which allow the creation of words; English 
contains 44 phonemes and these bear a compli-
cated relation to the 26 letters of the alphabet. 
Sometimes one letter represents one phoneme, 
but sometimes two letters represent a phoneme 
or one letter represents two phonemes. For 
instance, “ox” is made up of three phonemes:  
/aa/, /k/, and /s/, “she” is made up of two pho-
nemes: /sh/ and /e/.

pHOnEmiC AWAREnESS 
The ability to hea , but also explicitly identify, 
and manipulate the sounds of spoken language.

pHOniCS 
A method of instruction in reading that is based 
on the alphabetic principle that there is a pre-
dictable relationship between phonemes (sounds 
in spoken language) and graphemes (letters that 
represent the sounds) that can be used to decode 
and read words.

pHOnOLOgiCAL AWAREnESS 
The understanding that wo ds are composed of 
sequences of sounds and the ability to identify 
and manipulate the sounds of language.

pHOnOLOgy 
The scientific study of the speech sounds o  
a language.

pLASTiCiTy 
The ability of a neural netwo k to be reconfi -
ured or rewired; changing connections within a 
neural network.

pROCESSing 
Accurately distinguishing speech sounds, identi-
fying letter and word forms, and understanding 
the relationship between the two.

R
RECEpTivE LAngUAgE 
Language that is spoken or written by others and 
received by the individual.

S
SEmAnTiCS 
The exp essed meaning of sentences and words.

SEqUEnCing 
Placing the detail of information in its accus-
tomed order (for example, days of the week, 
the alphabet, etc.). In the context of read-
ing, sequencing is the ability to determine the 
order of letters within words or words within 
sentences.

SigHT WORDS 
Words a student can recognize on sight without 
applying phonics or other word-attack skills. 
These tend to be the high f equency words, 
many of which do not use phonetic spellings.

SimULTAnEOUS DEvELOpmEnT 
Exercising multiple skills at the same time. Each 
Fast ForWord exercise focuses on a specific set
of reading tasks and simultaneously develops 
underlying cognitive processes such as memory, 
attention, processing, and sequencing.

SOUnD bLEnDing 
The ability to combine smoothly all the sounds
or parts of a word into the whole.

STAnDARD DEviATiOn (SD) 
A measure of variation from the mean that 
shows how closely the scores cluster around that 
mean. 

STAnDARD ERROR (SE) 
The ariation in score that takes into account the 
group size.

STAnDARDizED TEST 
A test that compares a child’s performance with 
the performance of a large group of similar 
children (usually children of the same age). Also 
called a norm referenced test. IQ tests and most 
achievement tests are standardized.

STAnDARD SCORE 
A score that has been converted to a standard 
scale in order to compare it to scores from other 
tests.



STATiSTiCAL SigniFiCAnCE 
Statistical term indicating that a result has 
ninety-fi e percent certainty of being due to a 
factor (such as the Fast ForWord products) other 
than chance.

STimULUS DURATiOn 
The duration of each s eep.

STREAm 
The pattern of high and l w FM sweeps over 
the number of sequence elements in a given 
stimulus.

SynApSE 
The physical st ucture that makes an electro-
chemical connection between two neurons.

SynTAx 
The st ucture of a language, or the rules that 
specify how grammatical markers and words are 
combined to make meaningful sentences; the 
part of speech of a word (for instance, noun or 
adverb).

t
TimELy mOTivATiOn 
The ast ForWord® exercises provide immedi-
ate rewards for correct responses. In addition, 
patented technologies give students only one 
opportunity per question to respond correctly, 
which reduces guessing and encourages students 
to maintain high levels of attention and effo t.

V
viSUAL DiSCRiminATiOn 
The ability to detect similarities and/or diff -
ences in materials that are presented visually, e.g., 
ability to discriminate “h” from “n,” “o” from “c,” 
“b” from “d,” etc.

viSUAL mEmORy 
The ability to etain a mental picture of informa-
tion that is presented visually; may be short-term 
memory, such as recalling information presented 
several seconds before; long-term memory, such 
as recalling information presented more than 
a minute before; or sequential memory, such as 
recalling a series of information in proper order.

vOCAbULARy 
Includes knowing the meaning of single words 
that represent objects, groups of objects, actions, 
relationships, qualities of space and time and 
knowing how these words function as parts of 
speech (e.g, nouns, verbs, etc.).

W
WORD ATTACk SkiLLS 
The ability to analy e unfamiliar words visually 
and phonetically.

WORD RECOgniTiOn 
The ability to ead or pronounce a word; usually 
implies that the word is recognized immediately 
by sight and that the student does not need to 
apply word analysis skills. Does not imply  
understanding of the word.

WORking mEmORy 
The sho t-duration, limited-capacity memory 
system that simultaneously stores and manipu-
lates information in order to accomplish a task. 
Working memory specifically efers to a system 
that uses internal speech to store and manipu-
late information — as a series of letters, a list of 
words, a set of sentences. An analogous system 
called the “visual spatial scratchpad” stores visual 
or graphic information. 

WRiTTEn LAngUAgE 
Encompasses all facets of written expression, e.g., 
handwriting, capitalization, punctuation, spell-
ing, format, ability to express one’s thoughts in 
sentences and paragraphs, etc.
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